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Abstract
The idea of a seminear-ring was introduced in [9], as an algebraic system that
can be constructed from a set S with two binary operations : addition + and
multiplication such that (S, +) and (S,.) are semigroups and one distributive
law is satisfied. A seminear-ring S is called distributively generated (d.g.) if
S contains a multiplicative subsemigroup (T,.) of distributive elements which
generates (S, +). Unlike the near-rings case for which a rich theory has already
been developed, very little seems to be known about seminear-rings. The aim
of this dissertation consists mainly of two goals. The first is to generalize some
results which are known in the theory of near-rings. The second goal of this the¬
sis appears mainly in the last 6 chapters in which we obtain some results about
seminear-rings of endomorphisms.
In chapter 1, the definitions and basic concepts about seminear-rings are given;
e.g. an arbitrary seminear-ring can be embedded in a seminear-ring of the form
M(S).
Frohlich [1], [2] andMeldrum [6] have given some results concerning free d.g.
near-rings in a variety V. In chapter 2, we generalize some of these results to free
d.g. seminear-rings and we can prove the existence of free (3, T)-semigroups on
a set X in a variety V. In section 2.4, we prove a theorem which asserts that not
every d.g. seminear-ring has a faithful representation. This would generalize the
result which was given by Meldrum [6] for the near-ring case.
Chapter 3 gives an overview of strong semilattices of near-rings and of rings. In
this context we show that a strong semilattice of near-rings is a seminear-ring
while a strong semilattice of rings is a semiring.
Chapter 4 is designed to be a preparatory chapter for the remaining part of the
thesis. It explains the main plan which will be followed in all the last 6 chapters.
It also includes some basic ideas and results which are of great use in the remain¬
ing work.
Throughout chapter 5 to chapter 10 we will be considering seminear-rings of en¬
domorphisms of some special types. In each chapter we consider some groups
Ga, where each a belongs to the semilattice Y, then we study the structure of
the corresponding strong semilattice S of groups Ga,a E Y. For each group
Ga there will be a d.g. near-ring E(Ga) generated by End(Cxa), the set of all
endomorphisms of Ga. On the other hand, considering S, the semilattice of the
groups Ga, then End(S), the set of all endomorphisms of S, will generate a d.g.
seminear-ring E(S). So we study the structure of E(S) with its connection to
{E(Ga);a & Y} which asserts that E(S), indeed, forms a Clifford semigroup.
For the background in semigroup theory we refer to Howie [4] which is the stan¬
dard book in that subject.
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Since semigroups are widely involved in the theory of seminear-rings, we start
this chapter by giving some background in semigroup theory which is needed at
several stages throughout this work.
1.1 Background in semigroup theory
Let S be a semigroup. If S has no identity element, then we can adjoin an
identity element 1 to the set S by defining l.s = s.l = s, for all s € S, and 1.1=1.
Then S'Ujl} becomes a semigroup with an identity element 1 (usually denoted
by S1). A subsemigroup H of a semigroup S is called a subgroup of S if H itself
is a group. A semigroup S is called a union of groups if each element of S is
contained in some subgroup of S. Thus if s is an element of such a semigroup
S, then s € G, where G is a subgroup of S. Let T be a subset of a semigroup
S. The intersection of all subsemigroups of S containing T is a subsemigroup of
S denoted by sg< T >, and called the subsemigroup of S generated by T. Also
sg< T > can be described as the set of all elements of S which are expressible
as finite products of elements of T. If sg< T > = S then T is called a set of
generators of S or a generating set of S. Let S and H be two semigroups. A
function 6 : S —> H is called a semigroup homomorphism if (ab)0 — (a)6(b)6
for all a,b e S. Semigroup monomorphisms, epimorphisms and isomorphisms are
defined as usual. Let 6 be a homomorphism of a semigroup S into a semigroup
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H. The kernel of 9 is defined by ker 9 {(x,y) G S x S; (x)9 — (y)6}. It
is easily seen that ker 9 is a congruence on S. In general, if p is a congruence
(kernel) on S, then S/p denotes the set of all equivalence classes of S determined
by p. Thus S/p := {ap\a G 5}. The set S/p can be made into a semigroup by
defining (ap)(bp) = (ab)p. We refer to S/p as the factor semigroup of S modulo
p. A (natural) mapping p : S —» S/p defined by (a) p = ap is a semigroup
epimorphism.
I.2 Seminear-rings : basic concepts and examples
Definition 1.2.1 A set S with two binary operations + and . is called a seminear-
ring if it satisfies :
(i) (S, +) and (S,.) are semigroups, and
(ii) one distributive law is satisfied, namely,
a(b + c) = ab + ac for all a,b,c£ S.
S as defined above is called a left seminear-ring (which we are considering through¬
out this thesis) and it is called a right seminear-ring if it satisfies (i) and
(ii)' (a + b)c = ac + be, for all a, b, c G S.
We note that if all the conditions (i), (ii) and (ii)' are satisfied such that (5,+)
is abelian then S is called a semiring.
The followung are two examples of seminear-rings.
Example 1.2.2 Let Af+ be the set of all non-negative integers with the usual
addition and multiplication. Then (N+,+,.) is a seminear-ring. Indeed, it is a
semiring.
Example 1.2.3 Let S be an additive semigroup. Let M(S) {a : S —> S} be
the set of all mappings of S into itself, with the operations of pointwise addition:
s(a + /3) = sa + s/3 for all s G S,
and multiplication given by composition of maps :
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s(a/3) = (sa)P for all s G S.
Then (M(5), +,.) is a seminear-ring.
Definition 1.2.4 Let (S, +,.) be a seminear-ring. Then a non-empty subset T of
S is called a subseminear-ring if (T, +,.) is a seminear-ring with the operations
induced by the operations in S.
The following easy lemma gives a criterion for a set to be a subseminear-ring.
Lemma 1.2.5 Let T be a non-empty subset of the seminear-ring S. Then T is a
subseminear-ring of S if and only if T is closed under addition and multiplication.
Definition 1.2.6 Let (S, +,.) and (S", +,.) be two seminear-rings. A mapping
(j): S —-» S' is called a seminear-ring homomorphism if
(a -I- b)(j) = (a)(j) + {b)(j>
(ab)(j) = (a)c/)(b)(j) for all a,b € S.
Usually in our context when clearly dealing with a seminear-ring homomorphism,
we write only a homomorphism. The concepts of monomorphism, epimorphism,
isomorphism and endomorphism are defined in the usual manner.
Unlike the rings or near-rings case, we define the kernel of a homomorphism as
follows.
Definition 1.2.7 Let 4> be a homomorphism of a seminear-ring S into a seminear-
ring S'. We define the kernel of (j) by:
ker (j> := {(x,y) G S x S] {x)<f> = (y)(j)}.
It is easy to see that ker 4> is a congruence on S. We can see that in the near-ring
case, this definition reduces to the usual one of an ideal of S.
Definition 1.2.8 Let He a seminear-ring congruence (kernel) on a seminear-
ring S. We define the quotient of S by k by S/k := {ak\ a G S}. Then (S/k, +,.)
is a seminear-ring which is called the quotient seminear-ring of S by fc, where the
operations + and . are defined as : ak + bk — (a + b)k and (ak)(bk) = (ab)k.
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The above operations are well-defined, since for a, a', b, b' G S, if we suppose that
ak = a'k and bk = b'k then (a, a') G k and (6, b') G k . Thus (a + b, a' + b') £ k ,
which gives (a + b)k = (a' + &')&. Similarly for multiplication we have
{a, a') G k and (b,b') G A; imply that (ab,a'b') G fc, giving that (a&)& = (a'b')k.
Hence the given operations are well-defined.
Definition 1.2.9 Let S be a seminear-ring with a congruence (kernel) k. We
define the natural mapping rj: S —> S/k by (a)rj ak. Then rj is a homomor-
phism of S onto S/k.
Homomorphism theorems can be stated analogously to the case of near-rings.
So we can state the following.
Theorem 1.2.10 Let ^ be a homomorphism from a seminear-ring S to a
seminear-ring S' with kernel k. Then
(5)0 ^ S/k.
If 0 is a homomorphism from S to a seminear-ring H such that k C ker 0 , then
there is a unique homomorphism
0 : S/k —> H
such that rjiJj — 0, where r) is the natural homomorphism associated with k, and
0 is given by (a/c)0 = (a)0.
Theorem 1.2.11 Let S be a semigroup. Let T be a subsemigroup of S and p
a congruence on S. Then Tp,(the set {ap;a G T} of all equivalence classes of a
under p), is a subsemigroup of 5 , p n T2 is a congruence on T and
T/pDT2 ^ Tp/p,
where Tp/p is the semigroup of equivalence classes under p contained in Tp.
1.3 An embedding result
Considering the seminear-ring given in example 1.2.3, we can prove an embedding
result concerning seminear-rings.
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Theorem 1.3.1 Every seminear-ring can be embedded in a seminear-ring of the
form M(S).
Proof Let (S1, +,.) be a seminear-ring. If S does not contain a multiplicative
identity, we adjoin 1 to it and write S1 = (5,-1-) U{1}- Define addition in S1 by
putting s + 1 = 1 + s = s for all s € S1.
For each s € 5, define a map ps where
ps : S1 —» S1 is given by
(a)ps — as for all a € 5, and
(1 )ps = s.
Then ps e M(Sl).
Consider the map p : S —> M(Sl) given by
(s)p = ps ■
We show that p is a homomorphism.
For si, s2 6 S we have
(l)(Sl + Si)p = (l)ps1+42 = l(si -I- S2) = Si + «2 = (l)Psi + (l)p«2
— (l)(p«i Psi)
=(l)[(«i)p+(«a)p],
and for all x £ S, we have




(Sl + S2)P= {si)p+(s2)p ■
Also we have
(l)(sis2)p = (l)p»,« = si«2 and (l)p4lp„ = ((l)pSl)pS2 = ($i)pS2 = SiS2,
and for all x € 5, we have
(x){sis2)p = {x)pSlS2 = x(sis2) = (xsi)s2, and




Thus p is a homomorphism.
Moreover, p is a monomorphism since if si / s2 in S, then (l)pSl ^ (l)pS2 and so
Psi ~f~ Psi °r (si)p 7^ (s2)p showing that p is a monomorphism.




Our purpose in this chapter is to study the concept of free d.g. seminear-rings
and develop some related results; in addition we study the representation of d.g.
seminear-rings. We start by considering a special class of seminear-rings which has
a good behaviour with respect to distributivity, that is the class of d.g. seminear-
rings. Then we proceed to develop and study free d.g. seminear-rings. This
will lead us to generalize some results which are already known in the theory of
near-rings. In this context we have to start by giving the basic ideas about d.g.
seminear-rings in the following section.
2.1 Distributively generated seminear-rings
Definition 2.1.1 Let S be a seminear-ring. An element d E S is called
distributive if
(a + b)d = ad + bd for all a, b G S .
Example 2.1.2 Consider M(S), the seminear-ring given in example 1.2.3. Let
End(S') be the set of all endomorphisms of S. Then the elements of End(S') are
distributive.
Lemma 2.1.3 Let S be a seminear-ring. The set of all distributive elements of
S forms a semigroup under multiplication.
Definition 2.1.4 A seminear-ring S is called distributively generated (denoted
by d.g. seminear-ring) if S contains a multiplicative subsemigroup (T,.) of dis-
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tributive elements which generates (S,+). i.e. (S,+) = sg< T >. We usually
denote such a d.g. seminear-ring by (5, T).
Remark 2.1.5 We remark that the set T of distributive elements which generate
5 as an additive semigroup need not be the set of all distributive elements of S.
Lemma 2.1.6 Let S be a seminear-ring. If T is a multiplicatively closed subset
consisting of distributive elements of S, then T generates a d.g. seminear-ring M
such that M = sg< T, + >.
Proof We need to show that sg< T, + > is closed under multiplication. Let
x, y E sg< T >, then
x = xi + x2 H h xn , y = yi+y2-\ \-ym, where xt, yj E T, and
1 < i < n , 1 < j < m. So we have
xy = {xi+x2-\ 1- xn){y\ +y2-\ h ym)
= (xi+X2-\ 1- xn)y\ \-(x\+X2-\ \-xn)ym
— £i2/i xny\ -(-■•* + X\ym + • • • -f- xnym.
Since x^j E T, for all 1 < i < n , 1 < j < m, xy E sg< T, + >, which completes
the proof.
A natural example of d.g. seminear-rings which we will be considering in the last
6 chapters of this thesis is the following.
Example 2.1.7 Let S be a semigroup. Then from example 2.1.2 and lemma
2.1.3, End(5), the set of all endomorphisms of S is a semigroup of distributive
elements of the seminear-ring M(5). By lemma 2.1.6, End(S) will generate a d.g.
seminear-ring which we usually denote by (E(S),End(S)) or simply E(S).
2.2 Further definitions and required results
In the remaining part of this chapter we will be considering varieties of semi¬
groups. By a variety of semigroups we mean the class of all semigroups satisfying
a given set of laws. For example, the variety of commutative semigroups is the
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class of all semigroups which satisfy the law x + y = y + x. Varieties of d.g.
seminear-rings can be defined in the same way, but by using laws involving both
addition and multiplication. The only varieties of d.g. seminear-rings we will be
considering will be those satisfying additive laws.
Definition 2.2.1 Let T be a multiplicative semigroup. A semigroup H is called
a T-semigroup if there exists a homomorphism 9 : T —> End(H). We write ht
for h(tO).
If S is a seminear-ring, then a semigroup H is called an S-module if there is a
seminear-ring homomorphism 9 : S —> M(H).
Such a homomorphism is called a representation of S. A representation 9 is called
faithful if ker 9 is trivial.
Definition 2.2.2 Let S be a seminear-ring, and let T be a multiplicative subsemi-
group of S. Let H and K be two S-modules. Then a homomorphism 9 : H —> K
is called a T-homomorphism if (ht)9 — (h)9t for all h £ H, t € T.
The following three lemmas are generalizations of results given, for the d.g. near-
ring case, by Meldrum [7].
Lemma 2.2.3 Let (5, T) be a d.g. seminear-ring, and let H and K be two S'-
modules. Then a homomorphism 9 : H —> K is an S-homomorphism if and only
if it is a T-homomorphism.
Proof If 9 : H —> K is an S-homomorphism then obviously it is a T-
homomorphism. Conversely, let 9 be a T-homomorphism then
[ht)9 = (h9)t for all h € iL, t € T.
A typical element s E S, can be expressed in the form
s — t\ + ... -|- tTi, ti G. T, 1 ^ i fC n.
Thus
(hs)9 — (h(ti + ... + tn))9
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= {ht\ + •. • + htn)6
— (ht\)6 + ... + (htn)6
— (h6)t\ + ... 4- (hd)tn
= (hQ)(t\ + ... + tn)
— (hO)s.
Hence 9 is an 5-homomorphism.
Definition 2.2.4 Let (N,T) and (M, U) be two d.g. seminear-rings. A seminear-
ring homomorphism 6 : N —> M such that TO < U is called a d.g. homomor-
phism.
Now we state a result concerning d.g. homomorphisms.
Lemma 2.2.5 Let (N, T) and (M, U) be two d.g. seminear-rings. If 0 is a map
from N to M which is both a semigroup homomorphism from (N, +) to (M, +)
and a semigroup homomorphism from (T,.) to (U,.), then it is a d.g. seminear-
ring homomorphism from (N,T) to (M, U).
Proof We only need to show that 4> is a semigroup homomorphism from (N,.)
to (M,.). Let x,y G N, then x = xx + x2 -\ \-xq , y = Ui + 2/2 + 1- yi ,
where x^ yj € T, and 1 < i < q , 1 < j < I. So
xy = (aa + h xq)(yx-\ h y{)
= (xi -I 1- xq)yi -\ h (a;i H 1- xq)yt
= (xm + b xqyx) H + (xiyi + b xqyt).
Thus we have
(xy)(j) = ((xiyi -I b xqyi) H b {xxyt H b xqyi))(j)
= {x\yi)(j) + • • • + (xqyx)4i + • • • + {xxyi)(j) + b (xqyt)(l)
= (xi)(j){yi)(l) + ■•• + (xq)(j)(jji)(j) + • • • + {xi)(j){yi)(t) H + (xq)(j){yi)(j)
= [(x^cj) + • • • + (rrg)<^](2/i)0 + • • • + [(a;i)^ + b {xq)(j)]{yi)(j)
= [{xi )<f> + ■ • • + {xq)(j)][{y\)(j) + • • • +
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= (xx + • ■ ■ + xq)4>{yi + ■ - ■ + yi)<l>
= {x)<f»{y)<f>.
Hence </> is a semigroup homomorphism from (N,.) to (M,.) which completes the
proof.
Now for a given variety of semigroups we may specify a variety of seminear-rings
as the following definition tells us.
Definition 2.2.6 Let V be a variety of semigroups. If the additive semigroup of
the seminear-ring S lies in V, then we say that the seminear-ring S belongs to V.
Lemma 2.2.7 Let w{x\,..., xn) be a semigroup word in n variables x\,..., xn.
Then hw(si,..., sn) = w(hsi,..., hsn), whenever ..., sn lie in a seminear-ring
S and h lies in an 5-module H.
Proof Let w(xi,..xn) be a word in the variables X\,..., xn. Then w can be
expressed as w(si, ...,sn) = . .+sim , where € {si,..., sn} for 1 < j < m.
So for h e H, we have
hw(si,...,sn) = + ... + sim)
= (hs^ + ... + hsim)
= w(hs\,..., hsn).
Using lemma 2.2.7 we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2.8 Let S be a seminear-ring with a faithful representation on the
S'-module H. If H belongs to variety V, then so does S.
Proof. Let w(xi, ....,xn) = u(xi,....,xn) be a law in the variety V for which
H e V. By lemma 2.2.7, for Si,...., sn € S and he H, we have
hw(si,....,sn) = w(hs\,...., hsn) , and (2.1)
hu(si,....,sn) = u(hsi,...., hsn) for all h e H. (2.2)
Since the law w = u holds in H e V and hsi G H, it follows that
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w(hsi,...., hsn) = u(hsi,hsn).
Substituting from (2.1) and (2.2) yields
hw(s\,...., sn) = hu(si,...., sn) for all h G H,
so w(si,...., sn) and u(si,...., sn) induce the same map on H. As H is faithful, we
conclude that
w(si, ...., sn) = u(su ....sn)
which means that the law w = u holds in (S, +). But this is true for all the laws
of V. Hence (S, +) G V.
Definition 2.2.9 Let (5, T) be a d.g. seminear-ring. A representation 0 of S is
a d.g. representation if 9 : S —> M(H) satisfies TO C End(fL), where H is the
5-module associated with the representation 9.
We note that a d.g. representation of (S, T) on the 5-module H is a d.g. homo-
morphism from (S,T) to (E(H),End(H)).
Example 2.2.10 Consider the seminear-ring of positive integers Z+ as a d.g.
seminear-ring (Z+, 1). Then (Z+, 1) has a d.g. representation on every semi¬
group. If 6 : (Z+, 1) —>■ (E(H),End(H)) is a d.g. homomorphism, then
Ker 0 = {(i, i + n)}, where n is the period of H (see Howie [4], page 8).
The above definition leads to the following :
Definition 2.2.11 Let (S,T) be a d.g. seminear-ring. A semigroup H is called
an (S, T)-semigroup if (S, T) has a d.g. representation on H.
2.3 Free d.g. seminear-rings
Let V be a variety of semigroups. Given a set X, FV(X) denotes the free addi¬
tive semigroup in V on X. Let T be a multiplicative semigroup and define the
semigroup Frsv(.A, T) as the free semigroup in the variety V on the set of symbols:
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{x,tx :x € X,t e T} = TX.
The set Tx is consisting of all elements of X with copies of T. Thus we may write
Frsypf, T) = Frsy < Tx >.
For each t € T, define a map t* from Tx into Frsy(X, T) by
X.t .— tx ,
(mx)t* := (mt)x for all x € X, m € T, (2.3)
which we extend to be an endomorphism of Frsy(AT, T). Thus the elements of T are
mapped to End(Frsy(X, T)), the semigroup of all endomorphisms of Frsy(X, T).
Indeed this map, t —> t*, is a monomorphism of semigroups as the following
lemma shows.
Lemma 2.3.1 Let A : T —>• End(Frsy(X, T)) be the map given by A : t —> t*
where t* is defined as above. Then A is a semigroup monomorphism.
Proof Let t\, t2 € T. Then for any x G X we have
x{ht2)X = x(tit2)* = (tit2)x = (tix)t*2 = (x)t{t*2 = x(ti\)(t2\),
and for any mx, where m € T, we have
mx(tit2)X = mx(tit2)* - (mtit2)x = (mti)xt2 = (mx)t\t2 - mx{tiX){t2X).
Thus {t\t2)X = (ti\)(t2X) on the set Tx and so on the whole of Frsy(X, T) since
Tx is a generating set of FrsV(X,T). Moreover, A is injective since if tx ^ t2
in T, then by the definition of A it is clear that fiA y t2X and hence A is a
monomorphism of semigroups.
Note that we may replace t* by t itself where no confusion would result; then we
can write (2.3) as
x.t = tx,
(mx)t — (ynt)x for all x E X, m £ T. (2.4)
Now, assume that T is a semigroup of endomorphisms of Frsy(Jf, T) then T gen¬
erates a d.g. seminear-ring which we will denote (Frsy(T), T) and call the free
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d.g. seminear-ring on T in V. One of our main purposes is to clarify the reason
for the name given to (Frsy(T),T) as defined above. Before doing so, we give the
following lemma which is a consequence of theorem 2.2.8.
Lemma 2.3.2 The free d.g. seminear-ring on T in V lies in V.
Now we can prove an important result concerning (Frsy(T),T). Indeed, it is a
generalization of a well-known result for the near-ring case which was given by
Meldrum [6].
Theorem 2.3.3 Let (Frsy(T),T) be the free d.g. seminear-ring on T in the
variety V. Then the following hold :
(i) (Frsy(T), +) is the free semigroup in V on the set T.
(ii) Every T-semigroup H in V is a (Frsy(T), T)-semigroup.
(iii) Let (S, U) be a d.g. seminear-ring in V generated by the multiplicative
semigroup U. Then every semigroup homomorhism 9 : T —)■ U can be extended
to a d.g. seminear-ring homomorphism from (Frsy(T),T) to (S, U).
Proof
(i) Evidently (Frsy(T), +) lies in V, by lemma 2.3.2. Let t\ + • • ■ + tn be an
element of (Frsy(T),+), where G T, 1 < i < n. Consider an element x E X,
then by (2.4) we have
+ • • • + tn) = tix + • • ■ + tnx.
Consider sg< tx\t G T >, the semigroup which is generated by the set {tx, t £ T}.
For each x G X, define a map 9X where
9X : (Frsy(T), +) —» sg< tx,teT> given by
(t\ + • • ■ + tn)9x — x(ti + • • • + tn) = t\x + • • • + tnx .
The map 9X is well defined because if we assume that a — b in (Frsy(T), +) where
a = ti -\ b tn , b — ki -\ b km , t{, kj E T, 1 < i < n, 1 < j < m, then
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x(t\ + • • • + tn) — x(k\ + • • • + km) ,
(t\ + • • • + tn)Ox = (k\ + • • • + km)9x.
It follows that
((a)0x = (b)9x.
That is 6X is well defined.
Now we show that (Frsy(T), +) = sg< tx\t € T >.
Let o, b G (Frsv(T), ~t~). Then a — t\ + • • • T tn, b — k\ -H • • • -t~ km, where
ti, kj ET, 1 < i < n, 1 < j < m. Thus
(o + b)6x = (t\ + • • • + tn + k\ + • • • + km)6x
— x(t\ + • • • + tn + k\ + • • • + km)
— tlx T * * ■ tnx T k\x T kmx
— (t\ + ■ ■ ■ + tn)6x + (A:i + • • • + km)6x
= (a)6x + (b)9x.
Hence 9X is a homomorphism.
Now if (a)9x — {b)9x then
t \x ~1~ * * ■ T tnx — k\x + • • ■ + kmx
t\ + • • • + tn = &! + ••• + km.
Thus a = b and 9X is a monomorphism.
Finally if t\x H 1- tnx is an element of sg< tx,t € T >, then as xti — Ux ,
1 < i < n , we have
t\x T * * * T tnx — xt\ T • * ■ ~{~ xtn — x{t\ ~f" * * * T tj^j j
where t\ + • • • + tn G (Frsy(T), +). So (t\ + • • • + tn)9x — t\x + • • • + tnx which
proves that 9X is an epimorphism and we have shown that
(Frsy(T), +) = sg< tx]t G T >.
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The right hand side of the above isomorphism is the free semigroup in V on the
set {tx]t G T} in which for each tx there corresponds an element t G T. This
implies that (Frsy(T), +) is the free semigroup in V on the set T.
(ii) Let H be a T-semigroup in V; then there exists a homomorphism 9 where
9 : T —> End(H).
As H G V, E(H) also lies in V by theorem 2.2.8. Since (Frsy(T),+) is the
free semigroup in V on T and E(H) G V, we can extend 9 to a semigroup
homomorphism 0 such that
0 :(Frsv(T),+)—► (E(H),+).
By lemma 2.2.5, 0 is a d.g. homomorphism which means that 0 is a d.g. repre¬
sentation of (Frsy(T),T) on H or equivalently H is a (Frsy(T), T)-semigroup.
(iii) Since (Frsy(T), +) is the free semigroup in V on the set T and (S, +) lies in
V, then 9 can be extended uniquely to a semigroup homomorphism
r,: (Frsy(T),+) > (S,+).
By lemma 2.2.5, r] is a d.g. seminear-ring homomorphism from (Frsv(T),T) to
os,u).
Remark: It should be noticed that the structure of (Frsy(T),T) is independent
of the set X. This fact is clear from theorem 2.3.3(i).
Corollary 2.3.4 Let (S,T) be a d.g. seminear-ring in V. Then there is a d.g.
epimorphism 9 : (Frsy(T),T) —> (S,T) extending the identity map on T.
In order to proceed and give the next result, we need to define the free (5, T)-
semigroup in a given variety V. So we recall definition 2.2.11 and state the
following.
Definition 2.3.5 Let (S,T) be a d.g. seminear-ring in a variety V. An (S,T)~
semigroup H is a free (5, T)-semigroup in V on a set X if H G V , X C H and
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if K is an (5, T)-semigroup in V then any map 9 : X —> K can be extended
uniquely to an (5, T) homomorphism from H to K.
The following theorem tells us about the free (S, T)-semigroup that we have al¬
ready met.
Theorem 2.3.6 The free semigroup Frsy(X, T) in a variety V on the set Tx, is
the free (Frsy(T), T)-semigroup in V on the set X.
Proof Let H be a (Frsy(T),T)-semigroup in V. Let 9 be a map such that
6 : X —> H.
Then we can extend 9 in a unique way to be a T-homomorphism
9 : Frsv(X,T) —> H
as the following shows.
Since we already have x.t = tx , x G X, t € T, it follows that
(tx)9 = (x.t)9 — (x9)t.
Hence 9 is extended (as a map) to Tx-
Since Frsv(X, T) — sg< Tx > and FrsV(X,T) is a free semigroup on the set Tx ,
therefore 9 is indeed extended uniquely to be a homomorphism from Frsy(X, T) to H.
Now it only remains to show that 9 is an (5, T)-homomorphism.
Let y E Frsv(X, T), then y = flxi 4 f tnXn , where UeT U{1},
Xi G X, 1 < i < n, and lXi represents Xi-
For t G T, we have
(■yt)9 = ((tixi + \-tnxn)t)9
= {t\Xlt + 1- tnXnt)9
— {{ht)Xl H h (tnt)Xn)9
= (t\t)Xl9 + • • • + (tnt)Xn9
= (xi9)tit -\ 1- (xn9)tnt
= ((a?i9)ti H b (xn9)tn)t
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= ((xiti)6 H (- (xntn)0)t
— H 1- {tnXn)6)t
— {tlxi + * ' ' + tnXn)Qt
= (v#)*-
That is # is a T-homomorphism and the result is proved.
Now we are able to prove the existence of the free (S, T)-semigroup in V on a
set X .
Theorem 2.3.7 The free (S, T)-semigroup in V on a set X always exists.
Proof. Let (5, T) be a d.g. seminear-ring; then by corollary 2.3.4, there is a d.g.
epimorphism 6 which extends the identity map on T such that
e : (Frsv(T),T) —> (S,T),
where (Frsv(T), T) is the free d.g. seminear-ring on T in V .
Let p := ker 9. Consider FrsV(X,T) and let N be the least congruence in
Frsv(X,T) containing Frsy(X,T)p, where
Frsv(X,T)p= {(kyuky2) : k G FrsV(X,T), (yuy2) G p}.
Let
H := FrsV(X,T)/N.
We show that H is the free (5, T)-semigroup in V on a set X.
Certainly H is an (Frsy(T), T)-semigroup. From above, the kernel of the represen¬
tation of (Frsv(T),T) contains p. Thus as (S,T) = (Frsy(T),T)/p, we can define
H canonically as an (S, T)-semigroup. Let K be an (S1, T)-semigroup. Then it is
a T-semigroup and, by theorem 2.3.3(ii), it is an (Frsy(T),T)-semigroup.
Since K is an (5, T)-semigroup, the representation of (Frsy(T),T) on K contains
p in its kernel.
Let ^ be a map such that </> : X —> K. Then by theorem 2.3.6, (j) can be ex¬
tended to an (Frsy(T),T)-homomorphism
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(j) : Frsy(X,T) —> K.
Let k G Frsy(X,T), (yi,y2) € p, then
%i, 2/2) = {kyi, ky2) G ker </>,
since the representation of (Frsy(T),T) on K contains p in its kernel.
Thus N C ker0, N being the least congruence in Frsy (X, T) containing Frsy(X, T)p.
This means that 4> can be factored as a product ipp' where ip is the natural
(Frsy(T),T)-homomorphism such that
V> : Frsv(X,T) —► H.
We deduce that (p' is a T-homomorphism from the (S, T)-semigroup H to K ex¬
tending (p. Since (j)' agrees with <j> on the T-generating set X of H, it is uniquely
defined, forcing H to be the free (S, T)-semigroup in V on the set X.
In order to proceed to the next result, we have to state the following definition.
Definition 2.3.8 Let {H\,\ € A} be a set of (S, T)-semigroups in a variety
V. A semigroup H is the free (S, T)-product of the set {H\-,X G A} in V if
for each A G A, there exists an (5, T)-homomorphism 6\ : H\ —> H, and if
K is an (S, T)-semigroup in V with the property that for each A G A, there
exists an (S, T)-homomorphism (j>\ : H\ —v K, then there exists a unique (S1, T)-
homomorphism ip : H —> K such that (j)\ = Q\ip.
The next result in this section will assure the existence of the free (S, T)-product
of a set of (5, T)-semigroups.
Theorem 2.3.9 The free (S, T)-product of the set of (S1, T)-semigroups {Hy,
A G A} in a variety V exists.
Proof We will assume that all semigroups which we are considering lie in the va¬
riety V where V is a fixed variety. Let {H\\ A G A} be a set of (5, T)-semigroups




to be the disjoint union of the W\s.
Without loss of generality, we assume that Xx is a subset of X for each A.
Define
F\ := Frsv(Xxx, S,T) for each A G A,
that is the free (S, T)-semigroup on X\, where Xxx is a copy of Xx.
Also define
F :=Fvsv(Xf,S,T),
the free (S, T)-semigroup on X, where X? is a copy of X.
Let C F be the (S, T)-subsemigroup of F generated by Xx regarded as a
subset of Xs.
Consider the identity map
i : X[" —> X[,
where Xxx C Fx and X[ C F.
Since Fx is the free (S1, T)-semigroup on Xxx, the above map extends to an (5, T)-
epimorphism
e : Fx —> F'x.
Conversely, if the map
6 : Xf —>• Fx
is given by
(X \S= I xt if /* = A ,
I 0 otherwise
then 0 extends to an (5, T)-homomorphism
(j): F —> Fx.
If we restricted <j> to F'x C F and called it again (f>, then
: F'x > Fx
is an (S", T)-epimorphism.
We deduce that 6(j) = 4>6 are the identity maps on their respective Xx s,
hence are identity maps on Fx and Fx, respectively.
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Thus Fx is (S, T)-isomorphic to F'x and we may assume that F\ C F for each
AgA.
Consider now the identity map
t ; x[x * X\,
where X{x c Fx, then it can be extended to an (S, T)-homomorphism
Ox-.Fx^ Hx.
Let kx = ker 6x , then
Hx = Fx/kx.
Define k to be the congruence of F generated by the set {kx; A € A }, then
x Fx) D kx.
Let
H := F/k.
We claim that H is the free (S, T)-product of the set of (S, T)-semigroups {Hx;
A <G A}.
Since k f)(Fx x F\) D kx, it follows that Fx/k f)(T\ x Fx) is an (S, T)-homomorphic
image of Fx/kx-
Furthermore, Fx/kC\(Fx x Fx) = (Fx + k)/k.
Combining again the above homomorphisms, we have
(Fx + k)/k^Fx/kf)(FxxFx)
which is a homomorphic image of Fx/kx — Hx-
Thus we obtain an (S, T)-homomorphism ax where
ax : Hx —> (Fx + k)/k is given successively by
Hx —Y Fx/kx —> Fx/k n(Fx x Fx) (Fx + k)/k,
and we can see that for xx G Xx, (xx)ax = x* + k.
Let P be an (S, T)-semigroup. For each AgA, let
(j)x : Hx —> P be an (S, T)-homomorphism.
For each A g A, where x{ € F'x c F, define a map
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9 : F'x —> P by
x{9 = X\(j)\, where xx£XxC Hx.
Since F is the free (S, T)-semigroup on the set X = Uaea Xx, 6 can be extended
to be an (5, T)-homomorphism
6 : F —> P by defining
xs9 = xcj)X, for each X £ A,
where x £ Xx and x* belongs to some X[ whose <j)X is to be considered.
Now Fx is generated as an (S, T)-semigroup by X[x, and by definition we have
X{x9 = Xx4>x.
Thus
Fx9 = HX(j)X for each A £ A.
Since Hx = Fx/kXl each xx £ Hx is mapped to xfx + kx.
Hence
ker 9 D kx for each A £ A.
We deduce that ker 9 is a congruence which contains kx for all A £ A and hence
ker 9 D k.
This means that we can define an (S, T)-homomorphism
(/>: H —> P by
(/ + jfc)^ ;= fd for all f £ F.
The next step is to show that ax4> — (j>x for each A £ A.
For each A £ A, we have
xxaxcj) — [x! + k)(j) — (x})9 = xx4>x, for all xx £ Xx.
Since aX(j) and <j>x are (S, T)-homomorphisms and Xx generates Hx as an (S,T)-
semigroup, this shows that
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Oi\(j) = (j>\ for all A G A.
Finally we show that (j> is unique.
Suppose that ^ : H —> P is another (S, T)-homomorphism satisfying
a\ip = 4>\ for each A G A.
Then as x\Oi\ = + k, we have
(xf + k)ip — (x\a.\)ij) = x\(j)\ — xf0 = (xs + k)(j),
for each x* G X[, A G A.
So ip and 4> are both (5, T)-homomorphisms which agree on the (S, T)-generating
set X and hence ip = 4> and (j) is unique.
This completes the proof for H to be the free (S, T)-product of the set of (S, T)-
semigroups {H\; A G A } in the variety V.
Before moving to the next section we give the following two propositions.
Proposition 2.3.10 Let (S,T) be a d.g. seminear-ring which is abelian. Then
S is a semiring.
Proof Let s, si, s2 € S. Then we may write
s = t\ T ... T tjjj ti G Tj 1 ^ i ^ fi. So
(si + S2)s = (si + S2)(tl + • • • + tn)
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= (si + «2)^1 + • • • + (si + S2)Ai
= Siti + S2fi + • • • + S\tn + S2tn
— siti + 1- s\tn + S2t\ H h s2f„, since S is abelian
= Si(t\ + . . . + tn) + S2(tl + . . . + tn)
= SiS + s2s.
This shows that S is distributive and hence it is a semiring.
Proposition 2.3.11 Let V be an abelian variety. Then (Frsv(T), T) is a semiring.
Proof Recall that (Frsv(T), T) has a faithful d.g. representation on Frsy (X, T) —
H, say. Then T C End(/L). Since H belongs to the abelian variety V, End(fL)
is a semiring by proposition 2.3.10. Thus all sums of elements from T lie in
End(i/), which means that Frsy(T) is embedded in End(f7). Hence (Frsy(T), T) is
a semiring.
2.4 D.g. representation
We have already seen in chapter 1 that every seminear-ring has a faithful repre¬
sentation. Our main object in this section is to show that this situation is not
always true in the case of d.g. seminear-rings. Thus given a d.g. seminear-ring
(5, T) then it is not possible in general to find a semigroup H such that (5, T) is
embedded in (E(H),End(fT)) with T embedded in End(H"), in other words, "not
every d.g. seminear-ring has a faithful d.g. representation", as the following main
theorem says.
Theorem 2.4.1 There exist d.g. seminear-rings in a variety V which do not
have a faithful d.g. representation.
To prove this result we need to state the following definition and one lemma re¬
garding this definition.
Definition 2.4.2 A semigroup (H, +) is said to be subcommutative if it satisfies
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a + b + c + d = a + c + b + d , for all a,b,c,d £ H.
It is possible to find a subcommutative semigroup which is not commutative. For
example take H as a right zero semigroup in which the operation is defined as
a + b = b for all a, b € H. Then we can see that a + b + c + d = d — a + c + b + d
but a + b = b^b + a. Thus H is subcommutative but not commutative.
Lemma 2.4.3 Let (S, T) be a d.g. seminear-ring. Suppose that T contains three
elements a, b, c such that a + b = c. If (S, T) has a faithful d.g. representation,
then a and b are relatively subcommutative in the sense of the relation :
o-(-6To-|-?)=: cl q, -\- b b .
Proof Let (S, T) be a d.g. seminear-ring having a faithful d.g. representation
on a semigroup H. Then for all h € H, we have
(ih + h)c — he + he, as c G T is mapped to an endomorphism of H,
= h(c + c)
= /i(ct + b + a "T 6).
On the other hand, we have
(h + h)c — (h + h){a + b)
— (h T h^CL -{- {h T h^b
= ha + ha + hb + hb, as a, b € T are mapped to End(iT),
= h(a + a + b + 6).
Thus
h(a + b + a 4- 6) — h(a -\- a -)- b -I- 6).
Since H is a faithful 5-module, we conclude that
a-\-b-\-a-\~b = a-\-a-\-b-\-b.
Now we are able to prove theorem 2.4.1.
Proof of theorem 2.4.1 Let V be a variety of semigroups not all of which
are subcommutative. Let T = {x, y, z, 0} be a semigroup with all products equal
to zero. Let (Frsy(T), T) be the free d.g. seminear-ring on T in V. Then all
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products in Frsy(T) are zero, and hence a semigroup congruence on (Frs(T),+)
is a seminear-ring congruence on (Frsy(T), +,.). Let p be the least congruence on
Frsy(T) containing (x + y, z). Define (S,T) to be (Frsy(T),T)/p , the canonical
homomorphic image of Frsy(T) by p.
We show that S is the free semigroup in V on two generators, namely, x + p and
V + P-
Let Q be a free semigroup in V on two generators a:'and y', say.
Consider the map (j>: T —> {x', y'} given by
(x)<f> = x' , (y)(j) = y' , (.z)(j) = x' + y' .
Then 4> extends to be a homomorphism (j>* from (Frsy(T), +) to (Q, +) with
ker 4i* D {(a: + y, z)}. Hence ker <f>* D p , and can be factored through (S, +).
In other words there exists a homomorphism ip from (S, +) onto (Q, +) such that
(x + p)if> = x' and (y + p)ip = y'.
This shows that (5, +) is free in V on {x + p, y + p). Letting a = x + p, b — y + p,
we have
a + b = (x + p) + (y + p) = z + p = c, say.
By lemma 2.4.3, if (S,T) has a faithful d.g. representation, then a and b are
relatively subcommutative. But by the hypothesis, two free generators of a free
semigroup in V cannot be relatively subcommutative. This implies that (5, T)
cannot have a faithful d.g. representation and the theorem is proved.
Out of chapter 2 a research paper entitled "On Free d.g. Seminear-rings" has
been accepted for publication. Two more papers based on the results in chapters





Strong semilattice of near-rings
and rings
3.1 Preliminaries
An element e of a semigroup S is called an idempotent if e2 — e. So 0 and
1, if they are in S, are idempotents. A lower semilattice is a partially ordered
set in which each pair of elements has a greatest lower bound. It is well-known
that if (E, <) is a lower semilattice, then (E, A) is a commutative semigroup of
idempotents and for all a, b € E, a < b if and only if a A b — a. Conversely, let
(E,.) be a commutative semigroup of idempotents. Then the relation < on E
defined by a < b if and only if a.b = a is a partial order on E such that (E, <)
is a lower semilattice. This means that the notions of commutative semigroup of
idempotents and lower semilattice are equivalent. So the term semilattice can be
used with either meaning.
Definition 3.1.1 Let 5 be a semigroup. S is called a strong semilattice of
groups (see Howie [4]) if there exists a semilattice Y such that
1) {Ga : ol G Y} is a family of disjoint subgroups of S indexed by Y;
2) for each pair a, (3 £ Y with a > (3 there exists a homomorphism : Ga —» Gp
such that
(i) 4>a,a is the identical automorphism of Sa for each a € Y;
(ii) <j>a,p^>p,7 — ^<*,7 for every a, /3,7 € Y such that a > /3 > 7.
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The above semilattice is denoted by:
^ y, {(f>a,/}}a>p)•
3.2 Special classes of semigroups
As there is a strong connection between semilattices of groups and some special
kinds of semigroups, we present a quick view of the definitions of those semigroups
which will be involved in the forthcoming chapters.
Definition 3.2.1 An element a of a semigroup S is called regular if there exists
b in S such that aba = a. The semigroup S is called regular if all its elements are
regular.
Definition 3.2.2 In a semigroup, an element b is called an inverse of a if aba = a,
and bab — b. A semigroup S is called an inverse semigroup if every element of
S has a unique inverse. Equivalently, S is an inverse semigroup if S is a regular
semigroup whose idempotents commute.
A special class of inverse semigroups is the following.
Definition 3.2.3 A semigroup which is a semilattice of groups is called a Clifford
semigroup. It is known that a Clifford semigroup is an inverse semigroup whose
idempotents lie in the centre.
3.3 Strong semilattice of near-rings
In this section we will start with a family of near-rings each of which corresponds
to a member of a semilattice Y. Using a construction method obtained from
definition 3.1.1, we proceed to look at a strong semilattice of near-rings which
turns out to be a seminear-ring.
Let Y be a semilattice and let {Sa; a G Y} be a disjoint family of near-rings. S is
called a strong semilattice of the near-rings {Sa; a G Y} if for each pair a, /3 of el¬
ements of Y with a > /3, there exists a homomorphism 4>a^ : Sa —> Sp such that
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(i) 0a,a is the identical automorphism of Sa for each a G Y\
(ii) </>«,/30/3,7 = 0a,7 f°r every a, /3,7 GY such that a > /3 > 7.
Let S — U{5a; a GY}, and define two operations © and © on 5 as follows
aa © bp = aa(j)a^ap + bp(j>piBtp]
Ga © bp (®a0a,a/3)(^/30/3,a/3)•
Observe that a/3 denotes the product of a and /3 in the semilattice Y, while the
addition and multiplication of aa0a,a/3 and bp(j)p>ap take place in the near-ring Sap.
We show that (S, ©) is a semigroup.
Let aa G Sa, bp G Sp, c7 G Sy and write cc/3 = 5,/3j = e, a/37 = 3? in F, then
(gq © bp) © C7 — (®a0a,a/3 d~ bp(j)p^ap) © C7
= (Qa0a,5 d~ bp(j)pj) © C7
= (Oa0a,tf d~ ^0/3,(5)05,(57 d" ^707,^7
— (®a0a,5 d" bp (ftp,8 ) 05,»j d" O707)7)
= Oa0a,505,r; d" bp0/3,505,r; d~ C7</>7)7)
= fla0a,r) d~ bp(f)p>7j + C707)Ij
Similarly we have
CLa © (6/3 ffi C7) — Ga © (fr/30/3,/37 d" ^707,^7)
= a,a © {bp(f)p^ + c707)£)
= GQ0a>ae d~ (6/30/3,e d" C707)£)0£)Q;£
= Oa0a,ae d" 6/30/3j£0£)ae d~ ^707,606,06
= 000«,!) d" ^/30/3,i) d- O707)Jj
Thus
(aa © bp) ffi c7 = aa ffi (6/3 ffi Cy),
and (S1, ffi) is a semigroup.
Now consider the operation © defined on S1, then we have
(CLa 0 6/3) © C7 = [(Gq^Q^Q/J) (6/30/3,a/3)] © c7
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= \[p'a4*a,s) (bp4*p,g)] ©
= [ (aa (f)a<g ) ( bp 4*p,S ) ] 4*6,57 (<^707,57 )
= [(daficKiS) (bp4*p,6)]4*6,riiCyfiitTi)
— {p'a4)a,54)5,r}) (bp4*p,g4*6,T)) (Cy4*7,1])
= (o>a4ct,tj) {bp4*p,i]) (^^7,7)) •
Similarly we can get
Oct © {p/3 0 C7) = (Oja4*a,r])(bp4*p,r]){py4*7,i])•
Hence
(Uq; O ^/?) 0 &OC © (Pp © Cf)
and (5, O) is a semigroup.
Finally, we can see that
Cy 0 (fla © bp) = CyO {da4*a,6 + bp(j)ptg)
= {Cy(j)y^yg){[(la(j)a^g bp(j>p^g)(j)g^yg)
— {Cy(l>y^yg){^CLa(j)a^g(j)gjyg + 6p(j>p ,g(fig,yg)
= (Cy(f)ytyg)(Clot(j)a,yg bpfip^yg)
= (Cy(f)y^) (tta^a,)) © bp(f>ptri)
— (Cy4*7,r)) {aot4*a,Ti) © (c74*7,v )(bp<Pp,n)-
Also we have
(c7 0 aa) © (c7 0 bp) — (cy<f>7,7a) {aot (fratfai) © (^7^7,7/j) {bp4*/3,7^)
= {cy4>y,S)(flot4*a,ijj) © (Cy4>y,e)(bp4)pie), where w = 7a,
— \(Cy4*y,tS){P'ot4*a,(j))4>LJ,u)e ] [(^7^7?e) (^/3^/?,e)0e,cje]
= [(^7^7^) {o*a^a^uj )4*U,T)] © [('-y<^7,e)(^0/3,e)<^€)»j]
= (Cy(j*y,ui4>ui,ri){aa4'a,u4)u),Ti) © {C'r4>7,e4)<i,Ti){bp4)p,e4)e,Ti)
— {^4*7,Tj) {aa4*a,r]) © i.c74*7,T]){bp4>p,r])-
Hence
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c7 o (aa ® bp) — (Cy © aa) © (cy 0 bp)
and we have shown that S is a seminear-ring.
Thus a strong semilattice of near-rings is a seminear-ring.
Remark It is easy now to see that if we had started with a family of rings






This chapter, as stated in the abstract, is presented particularly as an introduction
to the following chapters. In fact, it includes a collection of some results and basic
ideas that will be involved, in addition to an outline of the main plan which will
be followed in order to achieve our results. It should be mentioned that we
will consider seminear-rings of endomorphisms of inverse semigroups in all the
remaining chapters, where we are treating a special case in each chapter. So it
may be appropriate to call those chapters : seminear-ring of endomorphisms I,
seminear-ring of endomorphisms II , ... etc. In the following section we give a
brief overview of our target.
4.1 An outline
We will consider semilattices of d.g. near-rings. Starting with some groups Ga
where each a belongs to the semilattice Y, then we study the structure of the
corresponding strong semilattice S. For each group Ga there will be a d.g. near-
ring E(Ga) generated by End(Ga), the set of all endomorphisms of Ga. On the
other hand, considering S, the semilattice of the groups Ga, then End(S), the
set of all endomorphisms of S, will generate a d.g. seminear-ring E(S). So we
study the structure of E(S) with its relation to {E(Ga) ;aeF} which will lead
to a Clifford semigroup. As mentioned above, a special case will be considered in
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each chapter depending on the groups and the relations assumed between these
groups Ga. In each case (chapter) we may proceed along different ways of treating
the object, but in the same pattern from the main plan. Although the cases are
different, the final conclusions are similar. This would maintain the behaviour of
the structure under consideration.
4.2 On endomorphisms of semilattices of groups
In this section we present some important and basic facts about the endomor¬
phisms of semilattices of groups. We start with the following simple lemma.
Lemma 4.2.1 Let S = (Y, {Ga}aeY, {4>a,p}a>p) be a strong semilattice of
groups. Then any subgroup of S has to be a subgroup of Ga for some a gY.
( i.e. S has no subgroups except the subgroups of Ga.)
Proof Suppose that H is a subgroup of S. Let e be the identity element of H,
then e — ea G Ga for some a. We show that H is a subgroup of Ga.
Let h e H, then h € Gp for some f3. Since e is the identity of H, he = h. But
also we have
h — he — hefop^ocp ecpct^ap £
So /? = a/?, which implies that /? < a.
Let h~x be the inverse of h, then h~x G GT, say, for some 7.
Thus
hh~x = e G Ga.
Also
hh x — h(f>f}^-f h 07,/7 G Gpy.
So e G Gp7 and e G Ga which implies that a = (37 and a < /3.
Hence a = /3 and h G Ga.
This shows that an arbitrary element of H must lie in Ga, which forces H to be
a subgroup of Ga.
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Remark 1 Let / be an endomorphism of the strong semilattice S. If / is
restricted on a group Ga then / is either an endomorphism of Ga or a homomor-
phism from Ga into a group Gw for some u E Y such that u — af.
Now considering again the subgroups of S, we have
Theorem 4.2.2 Let S = (Y,{Ga}aeY,{^a,p}a>p) be a strong semilattice of
groups. If / E End(S), then Gaf is a subgroup of S.
Proof Let / E End(S'). Consider Gaf C S and put Ha = Gaf.
Let hi, /12 € Ha- Then hi = gif and /12 = <72/ , for some 51,52 £ Ga.
Thus h%1 = 52 1 f, which implies that
hih^1 = (51/)(5jV) = {9i92 l)f e Ha.
Hence Gaf is a subgroup of S.
Remark 2 Let S be a strong semilattice of groups Ga. Let IP(5I) be the set of
all idempotent elements of S, (we ought to use the notation E(S) for this purpose
but since that notation is already reserved for the d.g. seminear-ring generated
by the semigroup S, we depart from the usual one to use IP(5)), then
IP(S) = {ea ; a € Y},
where ea is the identity element of Ga for each a in the semilattice Y and hence
IP(S) ^ Y.
It follows that an endomorphism / E End(S) could be considered as acting as an
endomorphism of Y.
Now we summarize some basic facts in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2.3 Let S = (Y, {Ga}a€Y, {</>«,p}a>p) be a strong semilattice of
groups. Let / E End(S'); then the following hold:
(i) Gaf is a subgroup of S.
(ii) All subgroups of S are subgroups of the form H C Ga for some a.
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(iii) f\Ga £ End(Ga) or f\Ga G Hom(Ga,Ga)) for some Gu, where uj = af.
(iv) f\y is an endomorphism of Y.
We conclude this chapter by giving the following key result which is a vital tool
in the coming work.
Theorem 4.2.4 Let S = (Y, {Ga}aeY, {f>a,p}a>p) be a strong semilattice of
groups. Let a,(3eY and let g G Ga. If / G End(S), then
{ytfra, ap)f — {gf)(t>af,afPf-
Proof Let g G Ga, and suppose that ep is the identity element of Gp. Then
gep — 9^a,ap^-p^p,aP = 9^a,aP^-aP ~ 9&ot,ap-
Let / G End(S), then
{gep)f = (gf)(epf),
and from above, we have
{gep)f = (P'Aa:,<*/?)/•
Suppose that (ea)f = eai and (ep)f = ep,
where ea> G Ga>, ep> G Gp> , for some a1, /3' in which af = a1, (3f - (3'.
Thus
(gep)f = (gf)(epf) = (gf)ep'
Now gf G Gai, since g, ea G Ga with eaf = G Gai. So we have
(.gf)eP' = {gD&a' ,a'P'eP' 0/3',a'/3' = {9f)<t>a',a!P £*>P = (9 ,a!P ■
Hence
C94a*#)f = (9ep)f = (9f)eP = (0/WaW»
that is
(.g<t>a,ap)f = {gf)^af,afPf-
We note that if a/3 = 7 then the above theorem gives :
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{d&atf)/ — (3/)^a/,7/-
Notation In the following chapters when we consider the endomorphisms of the
semigroup S we shall use multiplicative notation. When we consider the elements
of the d.g. seminear-ring E(S) we use additive notation.
Now we are ready to obtain results on seminear-rings of endomorphisms of inverse





5.1 Starting case I
Let
Y = {0,1}
be a semilattice with 0 < 1.
Suppose that G is a group and let G0 and G\ be groups which are isomorphic
to G, i.e.
Gi = G = G0.
Let
</>i,o; Gi —> Go
be a homomorphism, which is indeed an isomorphism.
Consider S = G0[JGi, and let / G End(S').
By theorem 4.2.3, f\Y is an endomorphism of Y which, in this case, will give the
following endomorphisms:
/i : 1 —► 1 h ■ 1 —► 1 /3 : 1 —> 0
0—>0 0—>1 0—>0





So given which type / is, the action of / on Go is defined by the action of /
on G\.
If we consider the above endomorphisms of type I, then by theorem 4.2.3, for any
endomorphism / of type I on S, we have
Thus, for each endomorphism / of type I on S, there would be an endomorphism
on G. Again for an endomorphism / of type II on S, we have
We notice that the first one of the above isomorphisms is an isomorphism of
semigroups while the second one is a 1-1 correspondence. The same holds for
endomorphisms of type III. This implies that for each endomorphism / of a
specific type on S, there is an endomorphism on the group G and the following
correspondence holds
Now we may proceed the other way around and pick up an arbitrary endomor¬
phism of G, a, say. Recall that G\ = G = G0, then we may consider the following
isomorphisms:
f\Gl 6 End(Gi) = End(G) and f\Go e End(G0) End(G).
/|gi € End(Gi) = End(G) and /|g0 E Hom(Go,Gi) — End(G).
{/lo. i / € End(S)} «-» {/|Go; / € End(S)} End(G).
9\ \ G —^ G\ ,
$o : G —> Go-
Let
a'(!) : 5 S
be a map defined via a as follows
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then c^1) is an endomorphism of S.
To see that we first need to show that Theorem 4.2.4 is satisfied for c^1), that is
for all g £ Gi, we must have
Wi,oa(1) = (f)a(1Vi,o- (5.1)
Since we already have the isomorphisms 9\ : G —> G\, and <t>1,0 : G\ —> Go,




So that for 3 e Gi, we have
WI,o0o1q:0O = (flOXaMi.o
(g)<t> i,oO!(1) = (p)g;{1V1,0» as required.
Now we show that G End(5).
Let si, s2 G S, then there are three possibilities :








Case iii If si G Gi, s2 G Go,(similarly if Si G Go, s2 G Gi), then






= ((si)a(1))0i,o(s2)a{1), by (5.1).
= (si)a{1)(52)Q:{1).
Hence is an endomorphism of S.
From the definition of c^1), we observe that
(l)aW = 1 and (O)^1) = 0,
which means that aW is an endomorphism of type I on S.
Next again we define a map a^ via a. as
a(2) :S~^S
wo®=I( s90 0iQ\ if s G Go
then is an endomorphism of S, as we now see.








Case iii If s\ G Gi, s2 G G0, (similarly if sx G G0, s2 G Gx), then in this case we
first need to show that a^ must satisfy relation (5.2) for all g G G\ :
Wi,OQ!{2) = (5)«(2)- (5.2)
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Since we already have 90 1 = 1, so
O^aOi =
0i,o6q1OI9X = 9^a9i
So that for g G G\, we have
(g)<t>i,o0o1a9i = (g)9^1a91
(g)(t>i,ooc{2) — (g)a^2\ and (5.2) is satisfied.
Coming back to case iii, we can see that





= (si)q;(2)(s2)q;(2), by (5.2).
Hence a^ is an endomorphism of S.
From the definition of aft\ we observe that
(l)a^ = 1 and (O)a^ = 1,
which implies that a^ is an endomorphism of type II on S.
Finally we define a map via a as
c*(3) : 5 —* 5
,»W3) _ { sK^aOo if seGi,[ ' ~ \ s9q cx9q if s e Go
then a^3' is an endomorphism of S, as we now see.









Case iii If si G Gi, s2 G G0, (similarly if sx € G0, s2 G Gi), then in this case we
have to show that a^ must satisfy relation (5.3) for all g G G\:
(s)0 i,o<*(3) = (tf)a{3). (5-3)
Since we already have 0q1 = so
O^cxOo = fcfc'ado
01,000 1q;0O = 01 1C10O-
So that for g G Gi, we have
(5)0I,o0O1q;0O = (^)0r1«0o
(g)<f>i,o&^ — (g)^3\ and (5.3) is satisfied.
Thus, we now have





= (sx)q:(3)(s2)q;{3), by (5.3).
Hence a^ is an endomorphism of S.
It can be seen that
(l)o!^3) = 0 and (O)a^ = 0,
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which means that is an endomorphism of type III on S.
Prom above, we observe that an arbitrary endomorphism of G could give rise to
an endomorphism of the semilattice S of each type.
Let us now link up End^) with End(S') by defining a map rx where,
rx : End(G) —► End(S)
is given by
(a)r! = aW
The map rx is a homomorphism for, if a, (3 € End(G), then for s G G\ , we have







Similarly when s £ G0, we can show that
S(a/3)rx = (sJtarOC/JTx).
Hence
(a/3)Ti = (aTi)((3Ti) and rx is a homomorphism.
Moreover, Pi is a monomorphism for if a ± /3 in End(G), then there exists g £ G
such that ga ± g/3. But g = gfor some gx e Gx, which gives
giO^a ± giOilP,




Hence, Ti is a monomorphism.
Next we define a map V2 where,
r2 : End(G) —-> End(S)
is given by
(a)r2 = aW.
We show that the map T2 is a homomorphism. Let a, /5 € End(G), then for
s € G\ , we have







and for s € Go , we have








{a/3)T2 = (c*r2)(/?r2) and T2 is a homomorphism.
Furthermore, by a similar way applied to I\, we show that T2 is a monomorphism.
The same argument can be applied to prove the existence of the monomorphism
r3, where
r3 : End(G) —> End(S)
is given by
(a)r3 = a®.
Now we may extend the maps Tj,j = 1,2,3, to be defined from the near-ring
E(G) to the seminear-ring E(S) by defining the maps T^j = 1,2,3, respectively,
where :
rj,j = 1,2,3, :E(G)-+E(S)
are given by
where = ±1.
We show that the maps T*,j = 1, 2,3, are homomorphisms of groups.
Consider first T*, then to show it is a homomorphism, we only need to show that
(c)T* = 0 whenever 0 = c G E{G).




Considering g = go@ol f°r some g0 G Go, we get
n
gA1 eiai = 0
i=1
n






































Hence T* is a homomorphism. Similarly we can show that T£ and are homo-
morphisms.
Finally we show that T^,j — 1,2,3, are monomorphisms.
Consider T* and suppose that 0^c6 E(G). We show that (c)T* ^ 0.
Let c = 2I=i CiCVi and suppose that (g) 2[=i £i®i ± 0 for some g EG.
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^ 0 , since 9\ is one to one.
This shows that T* is a monomorphism. Similarly one can show that T£ and Tg
are monomorphisms. By lemma 2.2.5, it follows that Tj,j — 1,2,3, are indeed
d.g. homomorphisms from E(G) into E(S). Hence, as End(G) generates the
d.g. near-ring E(G), we deduce that the endomorphisms of type I on S will
generate in E(S) a subnear-ring isomorphic to the near-ring E(G). Similarly the
endomorphisms of type II on S will generate in E(S) a subnear-ring isomorphic
to E(G). The same holds for the endomorphisms of type III.
5.2 Addition in E(S)
So far we have got three copies of the near-ring E(G) inside the seminear-ring
E(S), which have been formed by the endomorphisms of those types as described.
The question could be raised now : what can be said about the sum of endomor¬
phisms of different types on S ? The answer to this question will give the ability
to determine the sum inside E(S). So let us start by studying the sum of endo¬
morphisms of type I with type II.
Suppose that a(1) and 7(2) are two endomorphisms of S of type I and type II
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respectively. Then for s G G1 we have
s(a^ + 7^2') = sc/1) +
— sa(1) + s(6i1j9i)
= sa^ + 57^
= s(o;(1) +7(1)), (5.4)
and for s G Go, we have
5(0^+7^) = sc^1) +
= sa(1) + s(0g17^1)
= sa(1) + s{$0 17^i)^i,o
= + S#o
= SOf^ + S7^'
= s(o:(1)+7(1)). (5.5)
Equations (5.4) and (5.5) imply that
QjW /y(2) — q/1) -yl1). (5 g)
Although addition here is not necessarily commutative, the same conclusion can
be obtained if we reverse the order of addition of the above maps. Thus we get
7^ + = 7^ + a^. (5.7)
Equations(5.6) and (5.7) show that the sum of two endomorphisms of type I and
type II on S could be assumed to be a sum of endomorphisms of type I.
Next consider endomorphisms and /3^ of type I and type III respectively.
For s 6 Gi, we have
s(a:^ + /3®) = sa^ + s/3^
= s6^la6i + s/3^
= (s^Wi.o + s/3(3)
= s911a00 + s/?(3)
= sa^ + s/?(3)
= s(a(3) + /?(3)), (5.8)
and for s e G0, we have
s(a(1) + /5(3)) = sq!(1) + s/5(3)
= + S/3^
= sa^ + s/3^
= s(«(3) + /3®). (5.9)
Equations (5.8) and (5.9) imply that
a« + /3(3) = «(3)+/5(3). (5.1.0)
Similarly we can get
/5(3)+«(1) = /5(3) + a(3). (5.H)
Equations (5.10) and (5.11) show that the sum of two endomorphisms of type I
and type III on S could be regarded as a sum of endomorphisms of type III.
Finally we consider the sum of 7^ with /^3); then for s € Gi, we have
s(>y(2) _j_ /5(3)) = sy(2) + s/?(3^
= sflrVi +
= (s^W^O^i.o + s/5{3)
= sO^^o + s/?(3)
= S7(3) + s/?(3)
= s{7(3)+/?(3)), (5.12)
and for s G Go, we have
s(7(2) + /?(3)) = «7^ + s/?(3)
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= s9q 1'yOi + s/?(3)
= (s^TWi.O + s/?{3)
= S6q1^0o + s/?(3)
= 57® + s/3^
s(7(3) + /?(3)). (5.13)
Equations (5.12) and (5.13) imply that
7(2) + ^(3) = 7(3)+^(3)_ (5.14)
Similarly we can get
/5(3)+7(2) _ ^(3)+7(3)_ (5.15)
Equations (5.14) and (5.15) show that the sum of two endomorphisms of type II
and type III on S could be regarded as a sum of endomorphisms of type III.
In order to continue in determining the sum inside E(S), we have to consider
the d.g. near-rings generated by the endomorphisms of type I, type II and type
III which we will denote by E(G)!, E(G)n and E(G)IH, respectively. Thus from
previous discussion we have
Using induction we can show that the sum of a finite number of endomorphisms
of type I on 5 with a finite number of endomorphisms of type II on S could be
considered as sum of endomorphisms of type I on S. In other words, the sum
of an element in E(G)r with an element in E(G)n could be assumed as a sum
occuring in E(G)r. To see that we have to prove that the following equation is
satisfied :




af'\ 7^' G type 1, 7^ G type II, and = ±1, % = ±1, i = 1,..., n, j = 1,..., k.
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We apply induction on k in equation (5.17).
From above, it is evident that equation (5.17) is valid for k = 1 since we already
have equation (5.6) which will easily give
Y^?+ rhl\) = Y^P + r?i7i1)- (5.18)
i=l i=l
Suppose that equation (5.17) is true for k - 1 , then
tucP+tvtf = i>*4l| + E%7f+rf
»=1 j= 1 i=l j= 1
n k—1
= Y £iazl] + Y W? + Vk7k\ by hypothesis,
t= 1 j=1
n fc—1




Hence equation (5.17) is satisfied and the sum of an element in E(G)1 with an
element in E{G)U lies in E(G)r.
Similar induction arguments could be applied to prove each of equations (5.19)
and (5.20), where
Y eiail) + Y 6rPl3) = Y eial3) + Y 5rft3) (5-19)
i=l r=1 i=l r=l
km km
EW' + E = Ewf + EW« (5-20)
j'=l r=l j=l r=l
where,
^ type I , 7^2) G type II, $3\ a-3), 7j3) € type III and e, = ±1, 6r = ±1, rjj =
±1, i = 1,... ,n, r = 1,..., m, j - 1,..., k.
Equation (5.19) shows that the sum of an element in E(G)! with an element in
E(G)UI lies in E(G)nI, and equation (5.20) shows that the sum of an element
in E(G)n with an element in E(G)UI lies in E(G)UI. As mentioned earlier, the
same conclusion can be obtained when changing the order of the above additions
of those maps. So we have the following picture :
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E{G)' + E(G)" —> E{GY and E(G)n + E{GY —> E(GY
E(G)r + E(G)in —► £(G)//J and £(G)/7/ + E(GY —» E(GY"
E(GYr + E(G)In —> E(GYn and E(Gyn + E(G)" —> E{G)UI
Now we turn to find the product in E(S).
5.3 Product in E(S)
We start by considering endomorphisms and 7^ of type I and type II on S,
respectively. For s G G1, we have
s(Q,(1)y2)) = s(9ila6\){9^1 jOi)
= s(9ilar(9i)
= S{ojY2\





QrW/yf2) — (0:7)^. (5.21)










7(2)a(i) = (7Q;)(2)< (5.22)
Equations (5.21) and (5.22) show that the product of with 7^ could be
considered as a product of endomorphisms of type II.
Next we consider the product of and P^ of endomorphisms of type I and




















/?(3)a(1) = (/fa){3). (5.24)
Equations (5.23) and (5.24) show that the product of with /3^ could be
regarded as a product of endomorphisms of type III.
Finally we consider the product of 7^ and /3^ of endomorphisms of type II and








which shows that the product 7WpW could be considered as a product of type
III. However, the product /?(3)7(2) does not behave as one might expect, as we









Thus the product /?(3)y(2) could be considered as a product of endomorphisms of
type II, while the product is considered as a product of endomorphisms
of type III. So we have the following picture :
E(Gy.E(G)n E[G)U and E(G)".E(G)! —> E(G)"
E{Gy.E{G)ni —> E{G)IU and E(G)ni.E(Gy —► E(G)UI
E(G)n.E(G)ni —■* E(G)IU but E(G)III.E(G)11 —■* E(G)U.
Thus the product fails to construct a semilattice of groups.
Our final section will now give us the conclusion about the structure of E(S).
5.4 Conclusion I
Let us return to addition in E(S) and define the homomorphisms 4>n,i, <fiii,in
and (t>iju while considering III < I <11, such that
hi,i : E{G)n —> E(Gy
hi,m ■■ E(G)n —> E(G)nI
Ej vnf —»EjVjif,
h,m : E{Gy —► E(G)IU
E» —* E i£iaj3).
Let C = {I, II, III}, then we have a strong semilattice of additive groups given
by
E(S) = (C ,{E(GY}iec , {<t*n,i, 4>n,iih <I>i,iii})
that is,






6.1 Starting case II
In this case we consider two groups G\ and Go which are not necessarily iso¬
morphic. However, they are linked by an epimorphism. So let us start with a
semilattice
Y — {0,1}, with 0 < 1.
Suppose that G\ and Go are two groups which are linked by an epimorphism
01,0 : G\ —> Go-
Consider S = Gi (J Go, then by theorem 4.2.3, for an endomorphism / on S, we
have
f\Gl G End(Gi) or f\Gl G Hom(Gi,Go)
f\Go G End(Go) or f\Go G Hom(G0,Gi).
We note that in this case we again have the three types of endomorphisms as in
chapter 5. Also we note that type I here will involve some relations which we will
obtain, therefore we will be discussing type I in detail. So let us suppose that /
is an endomorphism of type I on S. Let f\Gl = en, say, where a G End(Gi) and
/|Go = /3 , say, where /3 G End(G0). Then for g0 G G0, we have
9of = (#i0i,o)/, for some 9\ € Gi such that ^0i>o = g0,
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= (5i/)0i/,o/ , by theorem 4.2.4 ,
= (<7i/)0i,o
= (5ia)0i,o-
Let et be the identity of Gt, i = 0,1. Then for gi E Gi, we have
(tfieo)/ = (si0i,oeo)/
= (<7101,o)/-
Put Ker 0i)O = K. Then for any g E K, we have
<70i,o = e0
(P0i,o)/ = ei, for some i E {0, 1},
(f/)0i,o = e0 , by theorem 4.2.4 .
This shows that
K/CK
and hence for k E K, gx E G\, we have
(9i + k)f = gif + kf
= <7i/ + k', for some k' E K.
That is
(<7i+K)/ C gj + K.
Since /|Gl = a, it follows that
KaCK
and equation (6.2) gives
(5iCo)/ = (5i0i,o)^-
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Equations (6.3) and (6.4) imply that
<2^1,0 = 0i,o/5.
If g\ € K, the kernel of </>ii0, then by (6.5), we have
(9ia)(f>i,o = {9i<f>i,o)P = e0/3 = e0
and from above, we have
(gi + k)a = g\Q. + k', k, k' € K.
So we can define a map
a : Gi/K—> Gx/K by
(5i+K)a = gia + K.
First we show that this map is well-defined.
Let #i+K = g2+ K in Gi/K, then
(g1 4- K)a = (g2 + K)a
g^a + K = g2a + K
(gi + K)a = (02 + K)a.
Thus a is well-defined.
Next we show that a is an endomorphism of G\/K.
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Let a = b in Gi/K , where a = g1 + K , b - g2 + K. Then
(■a + b)a = ((gl + K) + (g2 + K))d
= (#1 + 92 + K)d
= (fi + 9<i)oi + K
= gia + g2a + K
= (gia + K) 4- (52a + K)
= (5i + K)d + (g2 + K)a
— (a)a + (b)a
which shows that a is an endomorphism of G\/K.
Let us consider the map
9 : End(Gi) —> End((?i/K)
defined by
(a)9 = a
then 9 is a homomorphism for if a,v £ End(Gi), then
(<7i + K)(c*rv)0 = (g\ + K)(^)0, where g = av
= (gi + K)e
= 3I0 + K
= gi av + K
= {gra + K)v
= (5i + K)du
= (gi + K)(a)9(v)9
and 6 is a homomorphism.
Recall that G\/K = G0 ; then since a is an endomorphism of Gi/K, a could be
considered as an endomorphism of G0.
Let A be the isomorphism mapping Gi/K to Go where
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A : G\/K —> G0
is given by
(tfi +K)A =
and let *0 be the isomorphism mapping End(Gi/K) to End(G0).
Thus the isomorphism
0 : End(Gi/K) —► End(G0)
is defined by
aip = A_1o;A.
From (6.5), we deduce that
«0 = /3 (6.6)
and we can write (6.5) as
«01,0 = 01,O<T0- (6.7)
Hence given a G End(Gi) such that Kg: C K , we can define a map
aW : S —> S
(»)«<" = (s" IIs e ■' ( sa^ if s G Go
From this definition, it is easy to see that cc^Igi G End(Gi) and ck^Igo G
End(G0). Hence, to show that a:^ is an endomorphism of S, it is sufficient
to verify the case in which the two elements of S each lies in a different group.
So let us suppose, without loss of generality, that si,s2 G S such that Si G Gi
and s2 € G0, (similarly if Si G G0 and s2 G Gi), then








7 if s G Gi ,
S7 if s G G0.
Hence is an endomorphism of S.
Since laB) = 1 and Oa^1) = 0 , it follows that atB) is an endomorphism of type I.
The next step is to consider the endomorphisms of type II on S. In this case, for
/ G End(S), we have /|Gl G End(G1) and f\Go G Hom(G!o,G1).
Let us suppose that f\Gl = a and f\Go = 7, then by theorem 4.2.4, we have
which will imply that
0i,o7 = a- (6-8)
Thus given 7 G Hom(G0, G1), we can define a map
7(2) . s —► 5
(s)7(2) =
To show that 7^ is an endomorphism of S, it is enough to consider the case when
Si G Gi, s2 € Go (similarly when si G G0, S2 G Gi) to get
(sis2)7(2) = (s0s2)7(2),where s0 = (si)0i,o e G0




Hence 7^ is an endomorphism of S.
Since l7(2) = 1 = 07(2), it follows that 7(2) is an endomorphism of type II.
Finally we consider the endomorphisms of type III on S. For / G End(S'), we have
/|Gl € Hom(Gi,Go) and f\Go G End(Go).




PifiP = S (6.9)
so that 0i>o/? G Hom(G!i,Go).
Hence given /3 G End(Go)) we can define a map
/?(3) : S —> S
3) _ / s0i,o/? if 3 G Gi ,W "l«/3 if s £ G„
To show that /3^ is an endomorphism of S, it is sufficient to consider the case
when si e Gi,s2 £ G0, (similarly when si G G0 and s2 G Cn), to get
(S\s2)P(3) = (s0s2)/3(3), where s0 = (si)0i,o G G0




Hence /3^ is an endomorphism of S.
It is easily seen that ip^ = 0 = 0p(3\ which means that p^ is an endomorphism
of type III.
We now summarize our observations as follows : given a, an endomorphism of
G\ such that Ko; C K, then a will give rise to an endomorphism of type I on S.
Similarly, given 7 G Hom(G0,Gi) then 7 will give rise to an endomorphism of
type II on S, while an endomorphism /3 of G0 will give rise to an endomorphism
of type III.
Next we are going to find out connections between the structures which are gen¬
erated by these three objects and E(S). In this direction we define
Endif(Gi) := {a G End(Gi) ; Ka C K }
and let
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Ek(G\) be the d.g. near-ring generated by End/<-(Cri).
Define a map
r\ : Endft:(G1) —> End(S)
by
(o;)?! = ctfW.
The map Ti is a homomorphism for, if a, v G EndK-(Gi), then for s E Gi, we
have






and for s £ Go, we have









Thus Ti is a homomorphism.
We may extend rx to the map T*, where
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r*: ^(Gi) —> E(S)
is given by
= Ee»aj •„(i)^1^1)1- X — /-j C2U
where e* = ±1.
We show that T* is a homomorphism. For this purpose we will prove that
(c)r* = 0 whenever 0 = cE Ek(G\).
Let c G Ek{G\) such that c = E?=i ei&i — 0, then for g\ G G\, we have
n
9l 52 C»a« = °-
i=1














and for go EGo, we have





















Hence (c)T* = 0 and T* is a homomorphism.
Furthermore, we show that T* is a monomorphism.
Suppose that a + c2 in EK(G\), where cx = £?=1 ai and c2 = EJ=i rjjVj , then
























Hence T* is a monomorphism.
This shows that the endomorphisms of type I on S will generate in E(S) a
subnear-ring isomorphic to the near-ring EK(G\).
Next we consider the set Hom(Go,Gi) and define a map r2, where
r2 : Hom(G0,Gi) —> End(S)
is given by
(7)r2 = 7(2).
We show that T2 is a 1-1 map.





which shows that (7)^ ^ ($)r2 and T2 is 1-1.
Now we define the group (gp< Hom(G0,Gi) >>+) and extend r2 to the map
r2 : (gp< Hom(G0,Gi) >,+) —* E(S)
which is given by
(Eei7i)r2 = Ee»7i2)-
where = ±1.
We show that the map r£ is a homomorphism.
First we can see that
(7+0)rs = (7)ij + wr;
since for g\ e Gi, we have
51(7 + ^)T2 = 5i(e)r2, where e = 7 + $
= gie(2)
= <7i0i,o£
= 51^1,0(7 + ^)
= 5i^i,o7 + 5i^i,o0
= 5i7(2) + 5I^(2)
= 5I(7(2)+^(2))
= 5i((7)Ia + WrS),
and for go G Go, we have
flbfr + W = So{e)T*2, £ = 7 + 0,
= go£{2)
= 9o£
= 5o(7 + 0)
= 5o7 + 5o0
= 5o7(2) + 5o0(2)
= 5o(7(2)+0(2))
= 5o((7)n + (0)I1).
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Thus, to say that is a homomorphism, we only need to show that
(c)I% = 0 whenever 0 = c € (gp< Hom(G0, Gi) >, +).
Suppose that 0 = c = x G (gp< Hom(G0, Gx) >, +). Then for all G G0,
n
fo 5Z = 0.
i=1














= Y e*fo7i>where 50 = 01&.O,
2=1
n
= 9o Y ei7i
2=1
= 0








= 9o Y eGi
i=l
= 0.
Hence (c)T£ = 0 and is a homomorphism.
Moreover, is a monomorphism, since if we suppose that ct / c2 in (gp<
Hom(G0,Gx) >,+), where Ci = E?=iCi7<.<* = EJ=i VjCj , then there exists
^0 £ Go such that
n t










■9o(^ et71)^2 7^ 9O(Y2 VjCj)^2
i=i j=i
(Cl)r* ^ (C2)r*.
Hence is a monomorphism.
We deduce that there is an isomorphic copy of the group (gp< Hom(G0, G\) >>+)
inside E(S).
Finally we consider the endomorphisms of Go and define a map r3, where
r3 : End(Go) —> End(S)
is given by
(m = p®.
The map T3 is a homomorphism, for if p, £ £ End(Go), then for g\ £ G\, we have








and for g0 £ Go, we have







Thus r3 is a homomorphism.
Now we can extend r3 to the map Tg such that
r3 : E(G0) —> E(S)
is given by
(EeiPi)Tt = Ee43).
where €j = ±1.
We show that T3 is a homomorphism by showing that
(c)r3 = 0 whenever 0 = c G E(G0).
Let c G E(G0) such that c = £"=i e;A = 0, then g0 £"=1 e<A = 0 for all g0 G G0.
Thus for <7i G G\, we have



























= 0o £ CiA
i=l
- 0.
Hence (c)!^ = 0 and Tg is a homomorphism.
Furthermore, Tg is a monomorphism. To see that let us assume that C\ ^ C2 in
E(Go), where c\ = £"=1 CiA, c2 = Ej=i Then there exists g0 G Go such that
r
9o £ f-ifii + 9o £
t=l j=l
n r
£ <*0oA + £*7i0b"i
i=1 j=l
£ et.9oA(3) 7~ £ 9]9^p
t=l j=X
,9o £ et/5-3) A go £ r)jvf]
t=i j=i
9o(£eiA)r3 + .9o(£ rljui)^\
i=l j=l
(Cl)r* ^ (c2)r*.
Hence Fg is a monomorphism.
This shows that the endomorphisms of type III on S1 will generate in F(5) a
subnear-ring isomorphic to the near-ring E(Gq).
From above we can write
F(S) = Ek(GiY U E(G0, GI)11 U E(G0)in (6.10)
where Ek(GiY is the copy of the near-ring EK(Gi) in E(S) which is generated
by the endomorphisms of type I on 5, and E{G0,Gl)11 is an isomorphic copy of
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the group (gp< Hom(Go,Gi) >,+) in E(S), while E(Go)ni is the copy of the
near-ring E(Gq) which is generated by the endomorphisms of type III.
In this section we are going to describe the sum of elements in E(S). For this
purpose we need first to study the sum of endomorphisms of different types, then
we proceed and consider relation (6.10). To do so, we have to start with the
following :
Proposition 6.2.1 With the same notation as in section 6.1, for 0i)07 €
End(Gi), where 7 G Hom(G0,Gi), the following equation is satisfied
= 5oA-1Q:A
= (Si0i,oA-1)aA , where Si0i,o = g0 ,




Hence (6.11) is satisfied.
Now we first consider the sum a(1) + 7(2) of two endomorphisms of type I and II
respectively. For g\ G G\, we have
6.2 Addition in E(S)
(0 i,o7)0 = 701,0 (6.11)
Proof Consider g0 G G0 then
So (0i,o7)0 = So (a)0, where a = 01,07
Si(a(1)+7(2)) = Si<2(1) + SI7(2)
= si<2(1) + Si0i,o7
= sict:(1) +Si(0i,o7)(1)
= Sl(<2(1) + (01,o7)(1))> (6.12)
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and for go e G0, we have
5o(a(1) +7(2)) = 5oa{1) + ^o7(2)
= 9o{aip) + 5Q7
= go(ai>) + 0o7&,o
= 9o(ai/)) + go{(t>i,ol)fp, by proposition (6.2.1)
= 5o«(1)+^o(0i,o7)(1)
= £0(a(1) + (^i,o7)(1)). (6.13)
Equations (6.12) and (6.13) imply that
a(1)+7(2) = o:(1) + (0i,o7)(1)- (6-14)
Similarly we can show that
7^ + ct^1) = (^i,o7)^' + a^. (6.15)
Hence the sum of two endomorphisms of type I and II could be considered as a
sum of endomorphisms of type I.
Next we consider the sum + /3^ of two endomorphisms of type I and III
respectively. For g\ 6 Gi, we have
3i(a{1) + /?(3)) = W1} +giP{3)
= 5ia + 5i/?(3)
= 5iQ^i,o + 5I/?(3)
= 5i0i,oa0 + 0i/3(3)>by (6.7)
= si(ai/0(3)+0i/?(3)
= 5i((a^)(3) +/5(3)), (6.16)
and for go € Go, we have
g0(o:{1) +/?(3)) = g0o;{1) + g0/?(3)
= g0aip + g0/?(3)
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= 5o(cm/>)(3) + 5o/3(3)
= 5o((^)(3) +/?(3)). (6.17)
Equations (6.16) and (6.17) show that
cr(1) + /3(3) = (a^)(3)+ /3(3)- (6.18)
Similarly we can get
/5(3)+a(1) = /3(3> + (Q:V)(3) (6.19)
which shows that the sum of two endomorphisms of type I and type III could be
regarded as a sum of endomorphisms of type III.
Finally we consider the sum 7^ + (3^ of endomorphisms of type II and III
respectively. For g± E G\, we have
£I(7(2) +/?(3)) = 5I7(2) + 5I/3{3)
= <7i^i,o7 + 5i<Ai,o/3
= 51^1,07^1,0 + ^1^1,0/3
= 9iWI,O)<3| + 0I$(3)
= 9,«7(».,O)(3)+/?(3)), (6-20)
and for go € Go, we have
5o(7(2) + /3(3)) = 5o7(2) + 5o/3(3)
= 5o7 + 5o/3
= 5o7^i,o + 5o/3
= 5o(70i,o)^ + 5o/3^
- 9o((7<M(3) + /3{3))- (6-21)
Equations (6.20) and (6.21) imply that
7(2)+/?(3) = (7^*1,0) (3) + /^(s) (6-22)
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Similarly we can get
/?(3)+7(2) = /5(3) H- (T0i,O)(3) (6.23)
so that the sum of two endomorphisms of type II and type III could be considered
as a sum of endomorphisms of type III.
In order to get a precise description of the sum in E(S), we use induction and
follow the same pattern as in chapter 1 using equations (6.14), (6.18) and (6.22)
to get
Y eiai1] + Y WT = Y^P+ Yrli((f>ifi7j)il) (6-24)
t=i j=l t=i j=l
n m n m
Y €iai + Y 5r^ = ^€i(<M0(3) + Y6rPl3) (6-25)
i= 1 r=1 i=l r=l
k m k m
Elflf + = E'&hfW' + EM?' (6.26)
j=l r=l j=l r=1
where,
()W g type I , (G type II , ()^ G type III and e* = ±1, rjj = ±1, 5r = ±1,
i = 1,..., n, r = 1,..., m, j = 1,..., k.
We note that the same conclusion can be obtained if we reverse the order of
addition in the above equations. Hence, we observe that the sum of an element
in Ek{GiY with an element in E(G0,Gi)n lies in EK{G\)\ and the sum of an
element in EK(G\Y with an element in E(G0)in lies in E(G0)in, and the sum
of an element in E(G0,Gx)n with an element in E(G0)IU lies in E(G0)Iir. We
summarize this sum as follows :
Ek{Gi)! + E(Gq, G\)u —> Ek{GiY and E(Go, Gx)n + Ek{G\Y —> Ek(Gx)1
Ek(GiY + E(G0Yn —> E(G0Yn and £(G0)'" + EK{GXY —► £(G„)'"
E(G0, GiY1 + E(G0)in —> E(G0Yn and E(G0Y" + E(G0, GJ" —► E{G0Y"-
Now we turn to find the product in E(S).
6.3 Product in E(S)
The endomorphisms of each type are closed under product. This is clear for
endomorphisms of type I and type III. Endomorphisms of type II are also closed
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under product since if 7(2) and are two endomorphisms of type II, then for




and for g0 £ Go, we have




(2) „(2)7V '1/ (70i,O^)(2)
and the endomorphisms of type II are closed under product. Now we look at the
product of endomorphisms of different types. Let abe endomorphisms of
type I and type II respectively. Then for gi G G\, we have
5i(a(1)7(2)) = (5i«)7(2)
= 5i <20i,o7
= 510i,oo:07, by (6.7)
= 5i(M)7){2), (6-27)




Equations (6.27) and (6.28) imply that
0,(1)7(2) = ((o0)7)(2) (6.29)
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which shows that the product a^'could be considered as a product of endo-
morphisms of type II.
Now we consider the above product when reversing the order of the maps to get,








Equations (6.30) and (6.31) imply that
(6.32)
so that the product 7^2)q:(1) could be considered as a product of endomorphisms
of type II.
Next we consider the product For g\ £ G\, we have
(/!(q;(1)/?(3)) = (5i«)/?(3)
= 5I«0I,O/3
= gifafiaipp, by (6.7)
= 5i((«V0/?)(3), (6-33)





Equations (6.33) and (6.34) imply that
aWpP> = (M)/?)(3) (6.35)
that is the product a^/3^ could be considered as a product of endomorphisms
of type III.









Equations (6.36) and (6.37) give
/3(3)0,(1) = (/?(m/0)(3) (6-38)
which shows that the product /5(3)o:(1) could be assumed as a product of endo¬
morphisms of type III.









Equations (6.39) and (6.40) imply that
7{2)/?{3) = (7^I,o/5) (3) (6.41)
which shows that the product could be regarded as a product of endo-
morphisms of type III.








Equations (6.42) and (6.43) imply that
/5(3)7(2) = (/?7)(2) (g_44)
which gives a different result from equation (6.41). So the product fails to con¬
struct a semilattice of groups. We summarize the product as follows
Ek(GiY.E(Gq, Gi)11 -4- E(Go, Gi)n and E(G0, G^.E^G,)1 —4 E(G0, G,)11
EKiGJ'.EiGo)111 —> E(G0)in and E(G0)ni■Ek(G'i)1 -4 E{G0)UI
£(G0,Gi)".£(Go)m —4 E(G0)HI but E(G0)in .E(G0, G{]u -4 E(Go,Gi)".
Our conclusion will appear in the following.
6.4 Conclusion II
Let
A = EfYGrY, B = E(G0,Gl)11, C = E(G0)ni
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then relation (6.10) can be written as
E(S) = AUBUC. (6.45)
Let a, b and c be the zero maps in A, B and C respectively, so we have the
semilattice
C = {a, b, c}, with c < a < b.
Define the linking homomorphisms 4>b,a, <^>,c and </>a>c as follows
<)>b,a ■ B » A
Ej nnT —> Ei^(0i,o7j)(1)>
(j)btc : B —> C
EjVjij2) —> EjVjhjM{3),
<Aa,c • A ^ C
E—> Eiei(aiV)(3)-
Hence we have a strong semilattice of groups given by
E(S) = (C ,{A, B, C}, {</>&,<u fib.ci <^a,c})
that is,





7.1 Starting case III
Recall that in the previous chapter we considered the groups G\ and Go which
were linked by an epimorphism. In this chapter we weaken this relation so that
our groups are linked by a homomorphism which may be neither one-to-one nor
onto. Again we start with a semilattice
Y = {0,1}, with 0 < 1.
Suppose that Gi and G0 are two groups which are linked by a homomorphism
(not necessarily onto or 1-1)
0i,o : G\ —> Go-
Consider S = Gi U G0- We note that the endomorphisms of type II and type III
here are similar to case II in chapter 6, therefore we will be discussing only type
I in detail. So let us suppose that / is an endomorphism of type I on S, then by
theorem 4.2.3, we have
/|Gi = a, say, where a G End(Gi) and f\o0 = /3, say, where /3 G End(Go).
Let K = Ker 01>0 then, as in the preceeding chapter, we have
(gi + k)a = g\a + k', k, k' G K,
and a induces an endomorphism a on Gi/K where
a : Gi/K—» Gi/K
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is given by
(.g\ + K)a = gxa + K





By (6.5), in this case, /3 must satisfy the relation
G~of3 C G~0. (7-1)
Since a € End(Gi/K), a could be considered as an endomorphism of Go; there
is also the fact that any endomorphism of Go arising from End(S) must satisfy
(7.1).
Consider the isomorphism
A : Gi/K —> G~o
given by
[gi +K)A = gi4>i,o
then we can define the isomorphism
</> : End(G!/K) —> End(G^)
by
aip = A_1o:A.
Let go G G0, then
g0aip = goA^aA
= A_1aA, for some g\ such that g\(j)\,o = 9o ,
= (gi + K)aA
= (5I« + k)a
= (7-2)
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On the other hand for g0 G G0, we have
9oP = 9i<h,oP, where gX(j)lfi = g0,
=
, by (6.5), (7.3)
Equations (7.2) and (7.3) imply that
aip = (3 (7.4)





Thus given a G End(Gx) such that Ka C K and aip — /? for some (3 G End(G0)
satisfying (7.1), we can define a map




Furthermore the map (a, /?)(1) is an endomorphism of type I on S. To see this,
it is sufficient to consider the case when si G G\ and s2 G Go (similarly when
si G G0 and s2 € Gi), so we have
(a,/?)(i) :S—>S
(s)(a,/?)(1) = | sa if s G Gi ,s(3 if s G G0 , where j3 = axp .
The map (a, /3)^ satisfies the relation, for all si G Gi
si0i,o(o!,/?)(1) = si(a,/?){1)0i,o, (7.7)






= s1(a,/0)(1Vi,oS2(a,/?)(1), by (7.7),
= Si(a,/3)(1)s2(o;,/?)(1).
Now consider the endomorphisms of type II on S. For such an endomorphism /,
we have
/|gj = a, say, where a e End((?i) and f\Go = 7, say, where 7 e Hom(G0, G\).
We notice that proposition 6.2.1 can also be applied in this case and equation
(6.11) may be written as
(0i,o7)^ = 70i,o (7.8)
where 70i,o GEnd((7o)-
Let G07 = G1, where G\ is not necessarily the whole of G\, then equation (6.8)
is still valid which forces a to satisfy
Gitx C ~G[ (7.9)
However, given 7 € Hom(Go,Gi), we can define a map 7^ in the same way as
in chapter 6 as
7(2) ; 5 S
r„w(2) = f sK°l ifseGx,^ ' (57 if s e Go-
As we have seen in chapter 6, the map 7^ is an endomorphism of type II on S.
Finally we consider the endomorphisms of type III on S.
For such an endomorphism /, we have
/IGi € Hom(Gi,G!o) and f\a0 € End(Go)-
Equation (6.9) is also satisfied and for a given /3, an endomorphism of G0, we can
easily define a map /?(3), as an endomorphism of type III on S, where
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P& : S S
is given by
S(t>1,0/? if s € G\ ,
sP if s G G0.
Now for a G End(Gi) and p G End(Go) satisfying Ka C K and G0p C Go, we
Endjci(/,(Gi) := {01 G End(Gi); &4> = P for some p G End(Go) }
End^(Go) := {p G End(G0); P — aip for some a G End(Gi) }.
So there is a correspondence (not necessarily 1-1) between the above two sets.
Also we define
End(Go) := {v G End(G0); 3 a G End^^Gi) such that aip = v , and
define
3 P E End^(Go) such that p = v}.
Then there exist epimorphisms t\ and t2 such that








Ei : denote the set End^(Gi)
Eo : denote the set End,/,(Go)
E : denote the set End(Go).
Then we have the near-rings Fi , F0 and F, where
Fi = Nr<Ei > C E(Gi)
F0 = Nr<E0>CE(G0)
F = Nr< E > C E(G^).
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From above, we already have the homomorphisms
Ti : Ex —> E
r2 : E0 —> E.
Next we extend T\ and r2 to r* and respectively, where
T*: Fi —F
is given by
(E = E £i(o»^)
where e* = ±1, for all i, and
^2 : F0 —* F
is given by
{ZvifyM = ZvjPj
where rjj = ±1, for all j.
First we show that r* is a homomorphism. For this purpose we show that
(c)r* = 0 whenever 0 = c € F^
Suppose that c = 0 = Ef=i eiai £ Fi, then for g\ G G\, we have
n
9l Yj eiai =
2=1
















Hence r* is a homomorphism.
That the map r£ is a homomorphism is obvious, since if 0 = d = £™=1 rjjPj € F0,
then go{Y^jLiVjPj) — 0 f°r all 9o € Go, and so for any go £ Go Q Go, we have
g0(d)t$ — <?o(£jLi VjPj) = 0, which shows that is a homomorphism.
Let
P := {(or,/?) C ExX E0;crri = Pr2}.
It can be seen easily that the set P is closed under product as follows; first we
notice that for d\, d2 € End(Gi/K), we have
= (diip)(d2i/j).
Let x,y G P, where x = (ftx, A) and y = (a2,(32), then xy = {ara2, PiP2).
By definition of P, we have ckiTi = AT2 and c*2Ti = (32t2 which means that
d\ip = pi and d2xl> — P2-
Thus
{Wdi)ip - (diip){d2i/)) = PiP2 = Pifo
so the product xy satisfies
(axa^Ti = 0diP2)r2
Hence xy G P.
Let us define a map
T : P —> End(S')
by
(a, /})T = {a, 0)«
We show that T is a homomorphism. Let x,y G P, where a: = {011, (5\),y
(a2,P2). Then




So for si € Gi, we have
sl(xy)F = Si(o;IQ:2, PI/32)^
= «i(aria&) (7.10)
and for so € Go, we have
so{xy)T = 5o(q;iO!2, /3i(32)^
= *oOW- (7.11)





and for s0 G Go, we have




Equations (7.10) — (7.13) show that (xy)T — (x)r(y)T and T is a homomorphism.
Let
P = Snr<P> C Fxx F0.
Then we may extend the map T to T* such that




where a = £™=1 eiai, b = £™=1e,A,ej = ±1 and each endomorphism (ctj, A)^
corresponds to the pair a,,/?, in the way they arise in the definition of (a, /3)^.
The above map, T*, is a homomorphism, for if we suppose that 0 = (a, b) G P,
where a = £"=i and b = £?=1 e^A, then
n n
9i ^ = 0 and go ejA = 0, for all 51 € Gi, 5o € Go.
t=l i=1
Thus, £"=1 A)(1) = 0 and g0 £"=1 ei(au A)(1) = 0 for all ^ G Gi, 50 € G0.
Hence £™=1 e^Qfj, A)^ = 0 , which shows that (a, 6)17* = 0 and T* is a homomor¬
phism.
Moreover, T* is a monomorphism. To see that let us suppose that 0/ (a,6) G P,
where a = £"=1 e^i and b — £"=1 e»/?»; then either a ± 0 or b ^ 0.
If a ^ 0, then there exists gi G G\ such that <?i £™=1± 0, while for each a,
there exists A G End (Go) such that ditp = A- It follows that
0?^5IE e*(a*' A)(1) = 0i(fl> b)T*•
i=1
If 6 0, then there exists 50 £ G0 such that #0 E"=i tiA / 0, while for each A
there exists a» G End(Gi) such that A = So again we have
0 + 9o it ei(ai> A)(1) = 9o(a, b)T*.
2=1
Hence (a, b)T* ^ 0 and T* is a monomorphism.
Thus we have shown that the endomorphisms of type I on S will generate in E(S)
a subnear-ring, which we will denote by Ek,<i>{Gi, Go)1, isomorphic to P, where
P is a subnear-ring of Fi© Fo- It can be seen that the maps 7Ti and 7To are onto,
where
7Ti : P —> Fx
is defined by
(a, b) 7Ti — a
and
7T0 : P —> F0
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is defined by
(a, b)-K0 = b
Hence, EK^(Gi,Goy is a subdirect product of Fx© F0.
Next we consider the set Hom(Go,Gi) and follow the same pattern as in chapter
6; then we consider the group (gp< Hom(Go, Gi) >, +) and obtain an isomorphic
copy of this group inside E(S). This covers the endomorphisms of type II.
Finally we consider the endomorphisms of type III on S and proceed along the
same way as in chapter 6 to see that the endomorphisms of type III on S will
generate in E(S) a subnear-ring isomorphic to the near-ring E(G0)•
Hence, a similar situation to (6.10), we now have
E(S) = ^K,</>(Gi,G^y U E(G0,G1)11 U E(G0)IU (7.14)
where Ek^Gi^Gq)1 is the copy of the near-ring P C Fi© F0 in E(S) which is
generated by the endomorphisms of type I on S, and E(Go, G\)n is an isomorphic
copy of the group (gp< Hom(Go,Gi) >,+) in E{S), while E(Go)ni is the copy
of the near-ring E(Go) which is generated by the endomorphisms of type III.
The next step is to look at the sum inside E(S).
7.2 Addition in E(S)
We start by studying the sum of endomorphisms of different types, then we pro¬
ceed to describe the sum in E(S) with regard to equation (7.14).
Let us first consider the sum of endomorphisms of type I with those of type II.
suppose that (cc,/?)(1) and 7(2) are endomorphisms of type I and type II respec¬
tively. For gi £ Gi, we have
0i ((a, P)[l) + 7(2)) = Si(a> ^)(1) + 5i7(2)
= 0i(a,/?)(1) +0i0i,o7
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but equation (7.8) allows us to write the right hand side of the above equality as
= 0i(<*,/3)(1) + 0I(0I,O7,70I,O)(1)
= 0i((a,/3){1) + (0i,o7,7<M{1)); (7.15)
also for g0 € Go, we have
0o((«, P){1) + 7{2)) = 0o(<*, /?){1) + 5o7(2)
= 0o/3 + 0o7
— 0o/3 + 0o7<^i,o
= 9oP + 0o(0i,o7> 70i,o)(1) , with the help of equation (7.8),
= 0o(«, /?)(1) + 0o(0i,o7>7^i,o)(1)
= 0o((<+£){1) + (01,07.7^i,o){1)). (7.16)
Equations (7.15) and (7.16) imply that
(o;,/5)(1) +7(2) = (a,/3)(1) + (0i,O7,70i,o)(1)- (7.17)
Similarly we can show that
7{2) + = (0i,o7>70i,o)(1)+ (<*,0)(1)- (7-18)
Hence the sum of an endomorphism of type I with an endomorphism of type II
could be considered as a sum of type I.
Next we consider the sum (a,/3)(1) + ^{3) of endomorphisms of type I and type
III respectively. For g\ 6 Gi, we have
0i((a,/?){1) + ^{3)) = gi^pfl)+giv^
= 0i« + 0i 0i,o f
= 01«01,O + 0101,OI/
= 0i0i,o/3 + 5i0i,o^, by (7.5) ,
= 0i/?(3)+0i^{3)
= 0i(/3(3) + ^(3)), (7-19)
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and for g0 € Go, we have
0o((a,/?)(1) + ^{3)) = 0o(a,/?)(1) + 0of(3)
= 0o/? + 0o^(3)
= 0o/?{3) + 0Of(3)
= 5O(/5(3) + ^(3)). (7.20)
Equations (7.19) and (7.20) imply that
(a, /?)(1) + f(3) = /?(3) + z/{3). (7.21)
Similarly we can get
v® + (a, /?)W = i/(3) + /?(3) (7.22)
which shows that the sum of two endomorphisms of type I and type III could be
assumed to be a sum of endomorphisms of type III.
Finally we consider the sum ^ of endomorphisms of type II and type III
respectively. For 01 € Gi, we have
3i(7{2) + ^(3)) = 5I7(2) + 5I^(3)
= 0i0i,o7 + 0i0i,ol/
= 0i0i,o70i,o + 0i0i,oz/
= 5i0i,o(70i,o) + 0i^(3)
= 0I(70I,O){3)+0i^(3)
= 0i((70i,o){3)+^3)), (7-23)
and for go & Go, we have
0o(7(2)+ ^(3)) = 0o7(2) + 0of(3)
= 0o7 + 0o y
= 0o70i,o+ 0o^
= 0o (70i,o )(3) + 0o^(3)
= 0o((70i,o)(3) W3)). (7.24)
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Equations (7.23) and (7.24) imply that
7(2)+j,(3) _ (7^10)(3)+I/(3). (7.25)
Similarly we can get
i/(3)+7(2) = j/(3) + (701O)(3). (7.26)
Hence the sum of two endomorphisms of type II and III could be considered as a
sum of endomorphisms of type III.
By induction, from equations (7.17), (7.21) and (7.25) we can obtain the following
k n k
A)(1) + £ %7i2) = £ €i(ai, A)(1) + rijifafilj, IjM^H7-27)
i=1 j=l i=l j=l
71 771 Tl 771
ei(ai' ^i)(1) + £ e<A? + £ <^3), (7-28)
i=l r=l i=l r=l
km k
Ewf + E^f = E%(7A,o)(3) + E^3, (7-29)
j=l r=l j=l r=l
where,
( )W G type I , ()(2) G type II , ()^3^ G type III and e* = ±1, rij = ±1, Sr = ±1,
i — 1,..., n, r = 1,..., m, j = 1,..., k.
As mentioned earlier, we can obtain the same conclusion if we reverse the order
of addition in the above equations. Hence, we can see that the sum in E(S) will
obey the following :
Ek^GiiGq)1 + E(Go,Gi)n > Ex^(Gi, Gq)1 and
E(G0, Gi)n + EK,4,{Gi^y —7 Ek^GUG'O)1,
ek,<t>(G\,Goy + E(Go)in 7- E(Gq) and
E(G0)m + Ek^GUG^Y —> E(G0Yn,
E(G0, Gi)n + E{G0)in —7 E(G0)ni and
E(G0)in + E{G^Gl)n —7 E(G0)in.
Next we look at the product in E(S).
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7.3 Product in E(S)
We have seen in chapter 6 that the endomorphisms of each type are closed under
product. The same thing can be said about the product here. So we check the
product of endomorphisms of different types. Let (a, /3)^,7^ be endomorphisms
of type I and type II respectively. Then for gi € Gi, we have
3i((a,/?)(1)7(2)) = (sia)7(2)
= 5i<W>i,o7
= Si<Ko/?7,by (7.5) ,
= gi(h){2\ (7.30)




Equations (7.30) and (7.31) show that
(a,/5)W7(2) = m{2) (7.32)
Reversing the order of the maps in the above product, we get for <?i € G\,
gx(7^(a,/?)(1)) - (gi(h,ol)(a, P){1]
= gi(t>i,ol<x
= g^ar\ (7-33)





Equations (7.33) and (7.34) imply that
7(2)K/?)(1) = (7O0{2). (7.35)
Next we consider the product of (a, /3)0) with For gt e Gu we have
£i(K/?)(V3)) = (gia)vW
= gioupifiv
= gifaflpv, by (7.5) ,
= 9i{P^\ (7.36)




Equations (7.36) and (7.37) imply that
(a,P)Wv{S) = (/^)(3). (7.38)




and for go £ Go, we have




Equations (7.39) and (7.40) give that
i= (W?)(3)- (7.41)
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Finally we consider the product of 7W with For gx e Gx, we have
5I(7(2V3)) = {pifajrfiv®
= 5i^i,o7^i,o^
= 5i (7^1,0^)(3), (7.42)
and for go E Go, we have
5O(7(2M3)) = (507) ^(3)
= 5o70i,o^
= 5o(7^i,o^){3)- (7.43)
Equations (7.42) and (7.43) imply that
7(2)j,(3) _ (70loj/)(3). (7.44)









Equations (7.45) and (7.46) imply that
y(3)7(2) = („7)(2), (7.47)
which gives a different result from equation (7.44). So the product in E(S) can
be represented as follows
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Ek,<t,{Gi,Goy.E(Gq,Gi)u —> E(G0,Gi)n and
E(G0,Gi)n.EK^(Gi,Goy —> E(G0,Gi)n,
EKAGi,G~oy.E(Goyn —> E(Go)ni and
E{G0y".EK4(GltZW —► E(Goy
E(Go,Giyi.E(G0)ni —y E(G0)in but
E(G0)in .E(G0,G1)11 —> E(G0, Gx)u
Thus the product in E(S) fails to yield a semilattice of semigroups.
Now we go back to addition in E(S) to get our result.
7.4 Conclusion III
Let
A = Ek^GUG*)1, B = E(G0, Gi)11, C = E{G0)in,
then relation (7.14) can be written as
E(S) = AUBUC. (7.48)
Let a, b and c be the zero maps in A, B and C respectively; then we have the
semilattice
C = {a, b, c}, with c < a < b.
Define the following linking homomorphisms <fo)0, <j>btC and (j)a>c such that
<t*b,a ■ B —> A
Ej Vj1j2) —* E^i(0i,o7i,7A,o)(1)5
<^6,c : B —> C
Ej —> EjVjhiM^,
<j>a,c - A > C
Hence we have a strong semilattice of groups given by
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E(S) = (C ,{AB,C},{</vAc,<M)
that is,





8.1 Starting case IV
Our purpose in this chapter is to generalize case I in chapter 5 in another direction.
Let
y = {0,l,...,n}
be a semilattice with n > ... > 1 > 0.
Let {Gi}iey be a family of isomorphic groups. We consider a group G such that
G —$i Gi,i = 0,1,... ,n.
Consider S = UieyGi- For each pair of groups Gi,Gj such that i > j, let
<Pi,j '■ Gi —> Gj
be the isomorphism mapping G, to Gj. Then for 0 < j < i < n, the isomorphism
6j can be defined by
6j = Oifaj (8.1)
Let / G End(S'), then by theorem 4.2.3, f\Y is an endomorphism of Y. We need
to know more about the endomorphisms of Y in order to proceed to construct
types of endomorphisms on S. However, the endomorphisms of Y cannot be
found easily as in case I. Therfore, we first prove the following proposition which
will give the spark to study the case.
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Proposition 8.1.1 Suppose W — {1,..., n} is a semilattice with 1 < ... < n.
Then
n W n — 1
rn ) \ m — 1| End(W) | = £
m= 1
Proof Let / be an endomorphism of the semilattice W = {1,..., n}. Then we
have a subset X Q W such that Wf = X C W. Suppose that |X| = m, then
1 < m < n. So there are ^ ^ ^ ways of choosing X. Now we must partition W
into m subsets which are mapped into X. The number of ways we can do this
is the number of ways in which we can put n identical objects into m non-empty
sets; this having been done we number the objects 1 to n in sequence, map the
first block to the first element of X, and so on. Now consider n + m — m — 1 slots,
place m — 1 dividers to make m sections, and distribute the remaining n — m
objects in the slots, having assigned one object to each section already. This can
be done in ^ ^ ^ ^ ways. But we already know that the number of ways of
choosing X is ( ^ J ways. Hence
w = S(»)(-0
Now if we think about the endomorphisms of Y, then a typical type of endomor¬
phism of Y could be expressed in the form
k\ &2 • • • km \
ri r2 ... rm )
such that 0 < rx < r2 < ... < rm < n, i kj = n + 1 ,j = 1, •.., m, where
n is the image of the first h elements of Y,
r2 is the image of the next k2 elements of Y,
rm is the image of the last km elements of Y.
For example, if Y = {0,1,2,..., 20}. Then






Definition 8.1.2 Let a € End(G). For a typical type of endomorphism of Y,





defined as follows :
for Si e Gi ,i = 0, l,...,n,




SjOi laOri if 0 <i<ki ,
SiOi cx6r2 if k\ < i < k\ k2 ,
Si&i a@rm if Aii + ... + km—i < i < Aii + ... + km — n + 1 ,
where kj, rj are defined as above in the typical type of endomorphism of Y, such
that 0<i<n,l<j<m.
Now we are going to represent the above map in a simpler way.
Let / € End(F) such that
(»)/ =
'
T\ if 0 < i < k\ ,
r2 if ki < i < ki + k2 ,
rm if ki + ... + km-\ < i < ki + ... + km — n + 1 .
Then the map in definition (8.1.2) can be expressed as
(Si)fi = Sj0( V.% (8.2)
where 0 < i < n.
So far now for each endomorphism a of G and for an endomorphism f of Y we
have defined a map a on S. We show that the map a defined in (8.2) is an
endomorphism of S. To do so we need to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 8.1.3 The maps defined in (8.2), with the same assumption and
for i > j, satisfy
(8.3)
Proof Consider the isomorphisms
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where i > j , and
9k : G —> Gk
where k = 0,..., n.





<l>i,j{9j ladjf)(t>i^jf = X(y-9if
hj(9;la9jf) = (9;1a9if)(t>ifdf
fa ,jQL = Qt&ifjf •
Now we are back to show that the map a is an endomorphism of S. To do this
we only need to verify the case in which Sj ,SjES such that s, G Gj, Sj G Gj for
some groups Gj, Gj where i j, 0 < i, j < n.
Suppose, without loss of generality, that i > j, then
(Sj)a — (Si Sj )
= i,si<t>i,jsj){^j a@jf)
= Sifaj (.Qjla9jf)sj (9~la9jf)
= (Si(t>i,i)OL(sj)QL
=. (siQi)(l>if,jf{sj)a , by proposition (8.1.3),
= (si)a{sj)a-
Hence a is an endomorphism of S. This shows that an endomorphism of G
can give rise to an endomorphism of the semigroup S. By proposition (8.1.1),
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|End(Y)| — Smt=i ^ say. Hence an endomorphism a
of G will give rise to an endomorphism of S in L ways, as we have L types of
endomorphisms of S. Now we are going to link up the endomorphisms of G with
these types of endomorphisms of S.
Let
Q = {1,2 i}.
Then we can write
End(r) = {/,;geQ}.
For a G End(G) and fq G End(Y), we define o^, an endomorphism of S, as follows
Og-.S-^S
is given by
Miiq = SiOrxoiOifq, (8.4)
for Si G Gi C S, 0 < i < n.
The endomorphism Og is called an endomorphism of type fq on S.
For q G Q, we define a map Tq where
r, : End(G) —> End(S)
is given by
{a)Tq = aq.
We show that the maps r„ q G Q, are one-to-one. Suppose that au a2 G End(G)
such that a.\ 7^ ot2, then there exists g G G such that got\ 7^ got2. But g — g$,j
for some gi G Gi, where i G {0,1,..., n}. Thus we have
gi0~loti ± grfi1^





Hence the maps Tg, q £ Q, are one-to-one maps.
Next we extend the maps Tq, q £ Q, to r*, q £ Q, such that
r* : E(G) —+ E{S)
are given by
(£ g £ tfOir^
where er = ±1.
We show that the maps T*, q £ Q, are homomorphisms of groups. First we notice
that for ai,a;2 G End(G), we have
(«1 + o;2)r* = axr* + o^r*,
since for s, € S where S; G Gj for some i G {0,1,..., n}, we have
Si(ai + oj2)r* = gjOi + a2j
— si@i 1(Q!1 + a2)6ifg
= SiO^aidifq + Si6-lai6ifq
= sia\g + sia2q
— si(alq + a2q)
= Siia^ + a^).
Thus we only need to show that (c)T* = 0 whenever 0 = c G E(G). Suppose that
c G E(G) such that c = £r=i tra.r = 0, then g £{f=1 erar = 0 for all g £ G.
















Si(^, q = 0
r=l
Si(c)r* = o.
Hence (c)T* = 0 and T*, q e Q, are homomorphisms. Finally we show that
r*,q g Q, are monomorphisms. Let 0 + c = ZLi erar g E{G). We show that
(c)r* /0,?gQ. Since c/0, there exists g g G such that gT,f=1erar ± 0.
Consider the isomorphism 0i : G —y Gt,i g {0,1,,n}. Then (gty = Si for




















^ 0 , since is an isomorphism.
Hence (e)r* ± 0 showing that T*, gGQ, are monomorphisms. We deduce that
the endomorphisms of type fq on S generate in E(S) a subgroup isomorphic to
the group (E(G), +). It follows that there are L copies of (E{G), +) lying inside
E(S) and briefly we can write
(E(S),+) = \J(E(G)*,+) (8-5)
q£Q
and \{E(G)E}\ = L.
The next step is to see how addition inside E(S) behaves.
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8.2 Addition in E(S)
In order to define addition between two different types of endomorphisms of S,
we need to introduce the following endomorphisms on Y. For fu fw e End(F),
define a map
fu : Y —> Y
by
ifu = min{»/«,*/«}. (8.6)
The map fu is an endomorphism of F, for suppose that j < i for i, j e Y, then
for the endomorphisms ft, fw , we have j ft < ift , and j fw < ifw. So
jfu = min{jft,jfw} < min{»/«,*/„} = ifu.
Hence jfu < ifu and fu is an endomorphism of Y.
The above endomorphism, fu, could be considered as the sum (denoted by *) of
endomorphisms ft and fw, and we write
ft*fw = fu (8.7)
Lemma 8.2.1 The endomorphisms of Y under the above sum form a semigroup.
Proof We need to show that the operation is associative. Let ft} fw, fv G End(F),
then
(ft * fw) * fv = min{ft,fw}*fv
= min{min{/t, fw}, fv}
= min{fufw,fv} (8-8)
also we have
ft * (fw * fv) = ft * min{/w, fv}
= min{/i, min{/w, fv}
= min{ft,fw,fv}- (8-9)
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Equations (8.8) and (8.9) imply that the operation * is associative and the endo-
morphisms of Y form a semigroup under this operation.
Remark 8.2.2 We observe that the operation * will induce an order, on the set
End("K), which is given by
fui fuj > ^ fm * fuj — fuj ■ (8.10)
Now we consider the sum of two endomorphisms of different types on S. Let at
and §_w be two endomorphisms of type ft and fw respectively, where t,w G Q.
For Si G S where Sj G Gi for some i G {0,1,..., n}, we have
Si(OLt+ §_w) = SiQLt + Sif3w
= Si (0~laBift) + Si {0jlpeifvJ)
= Si{erla6ift)(j)ifuifu + Si{0ilpeifw)(t)ifw,ifu , where fu as defined in (8
= Si(9i ot)(6ift)(l)ift>ifu + Si(6i P){9ifw)(j>ifwtifu
= Si (6lla0ifu) + Si (G-lp6ifu)
= SiQLu + si§_u
= Si(au+§_u).
Thus
®t + £w = &u + Pu (8-n)
Similarly we can get
Pw+Zt = §.u + QLu (8-12)
Equations (8.11) and (8.12) imply that the sum of at with §_w lies in £(G)/u,
where
fu = ft* fw
Now we use induction to deduce the following equation from equation (8.11).
m k rn k
+ IZviOu = E'r&. + Elift, (8.13)
r=l 1=1 r=1 J'=1
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where, er ±1, rjj - ±1, r - 1,..., m, j = 1,..., k, and ar , fy , ar and /?,•1 LU-W -U JU
are endomorphisms of S such that fu — ft* fw We can see that equation (8.13)
is satisfied for k = 1, m = 1, since equation (8.11) gives
€iQk + rnPw = ei au + mPu- (8.14)
In order to continue our induction process we should notice that if we replace /3
by ffu in equation (8.14), then easily we can get
£iat + ViPu = eiau + ??i/?u (8.15)
which will imply that
m m
Y^O^ + T]lPlu = Y,er££u + 1llPlu- (8-16)
r=1 r=l
Also if we replace at by {3_u in equation (8.14), then we will get
tiPu + ViPw = tiPu + ViPu- (8-17)
Furthermore,
m m-1
Y 6rart + VlPlw = Y er®Zt + €rn®rnt + Vl@±w
r=l r=1
m—1
= Y er2±t + eA« + Vi§iu,by (8-14)'
r=1
m—1
= Y erQtu + em®rnu + by (8"16)'
r=1
m
= Yer®ru + rll£iu- (8-18)
T— 1
Now we apply induction on k in equation (8.13). First it is clear from equation
(8.18) that equation (8.13) is valid for k = 1. Suppose that equation (8.13) is
satisfied for k — 1, then
m k m
Y £rOrt + Y Vifkw = Yer®Lt + Y1ljPiw + rlk@±w
r=1 j=1 r=1 1=1
m k—1




= Y er®zu + Y VjPj + r}k-\Pk-l + VkPk.
r=l j=i —u u —*3
m k-2
Y G&r_u + Y Thfh_u + Vk-iPtzlu + VkPkur=1 j=l
m k
= YerOj.u + YVj^iu-
r=1 j=l
Hence equation (8.13) is satisfied. Similarly we can show that
km km
E^ + E^ = YvAu + YtrOru. (8.19)
1=1 r=1 1=1 r=l
Equations (8.13) and (8.19) show that the sum of an element in E(Gwith an
element in E(G)*W lies in E(G)^U where fu = ft* fw. In order to get a precise
description of the general sum in E(S), we give the following definition which is
a general form of (8.7) :
Definition 8.2.3 For 2 < k < m,
/.(») = 4,1 (8.20)
Now we will write equations (8.13) and (8.19) in a more general way. In fact, we
can obtain the following :
Til Tl'2 Tim
Y elr^lr9l + Y e2r®2Lq2 + • • • + E
r=1 r=l t— 1
zq. emr&mrqm ~ (§•
ni nm
= ) ) Clr^lr^ "b • • • ~l~ ^ ) fmr®«
r=l r=1
where tkT = ±1 , k = 1,..., m , r = 1,..., Uk, and
fqv — fu{m) (8.22)
Using the definition of addition which is applied in (8.13) and (8.19), with the
above notation, we can see that equation (8.21) is satisfied as follows :
Er=l eir«!r,Zl + Er=l e2r«2rr/j + E?=l e3r^3rq3 + • • • + E?=l =
= Er=l elr®lr„(2) + Er=l e2ra2rt,(o) + Er=l e3r£&JLq3 + • • • + Er=l emT®m3Lqm
= Er=l eirOlru{3) + Er=l e2r£2ru(3) + E"=l e3r03r„(3) + • • • + E"=l
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— Er=l elr^lru(m_1) + Er=l ^«2ru(m_1) + E"=l t3r®3ru(m ^ + . . . +
+ Er=l e(m-l)rQ!(m.-l)rj^ + Er=i ^mramr„■u(m—l)
Er=l ^^r^lrtt(m)"^~Er=l ^2r®2ru£mjT. • •_l"Er=l ^(m—l)r®(m—l)ru(m)^~Er=l ^ror^xHLu(m)
■mr ®mr
(lv
— Er=l elr&lrq^ + Er=l e2rO?2r^ + ■ • • + E™=1 ei
where, qv = u(m) , and fqv is determined as in (8.22).
Hence equation (8.21) is satisfied, which shows that the sum of different elements
in E(S) will lie in E(G)fqv, the near-ring generated by the endomorphisms of type
fqv> where fqv = fu{m) = *T=ifn-
The next step now is to look at the product inside E(S).
8.3 Product in E(S)
Let Ot and §_w be two endomorphisms of type ft and fw respectively, where
t,w eQ. For St G S where s* € Gi for some i € {0,1,..., n}, we have
si{Qk§Lw) = Si{6-la9ift)pw
= Si (0~1adifi) (8~f] /39iftfw)
= Si{6llap6iftfw)
= Si{9-1af3eift.J , where fUw is the product ftfw in End(y),
Thus
&t§_w = «• (8-23)
If we reverse the order of the maps in the above product, we get
Si{P_wQLt) = Si(9fl/38ifw)at





Equations (8.23) and (8.24) imply that the product &t@_w does not lie in the same
near-ring as the product §_wQk lies unless ft,w — fw,t , which is not true in general.
It follows that the product here fails to give a semilattice of semigroups.
We now return to the sum in E(S) to get our result.
8.4 Conclusion IV
Recall the endomorphism fu defined in (8.6) with remark (8.2.2), then an en-
domorphism of Y could be an endomorphism of the form fu and we can write
End(y) = 2,= A say.
Consider now the semilattice £ and define the homomorphisms <£/„.,/„. such that
for fUi > fUj]
tin,!.,■■ E(a)'H
is defined by
£raru. ^ Sr ^r^r_Uj •
Then we have a strong semilattice of groups given by
E{S) = {C ,{E(G)f<}fgec , {<£/«„/„,})
that is,





In this chapter we consider the case in which not all the elements of the semilattice
are comparable.
9.1 Starting case V
Let
1^ = {0,1,2}
be a semilattice with 1 > 0 and 2 > 0 (1 and 2 are not comparable).
Let G0, Gi and G2 be isomorphic groups, i.e.
0=0-1=0-2
Let 0ljO and 02)o be the isomorphisms such that
0i,o : G\ —> Go
and
02,o: G2 —»■ Go-
Let G be a group that is isomorphic to the groups Go,Gi and G2. So we can
consider the isomorphisms
9i : G —> Gi, i = 0,1,2.
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The isomorphisms and 62 can be defined by
#o = 0k(j)k,o (9.1)
where k = 1,2.
Consider the above semilattice Y, then the endomorphisms of Y will consist of
all elements of the set
End(F) = {fq; <7 e {1,2,..., 11}}
where these endomorphisms are given on the next page.
If / g End(S') satisfies f\Y = fq then we call / an endomorphism of type fq.
Consider S — Ui=o,i,2 Gi- By theorem 4.2.3, for an endomorphism / of S,f\y is
an endomorphism of Y, and for i, j g {0,1,2}, we have
f\Gi E End(Gi) ^ End(Cr) or f\Gi € Hom(Ci, Gj) ^ End(G),
where j = if. It should be noted that the first one of the above isomorphisms
is an isomorphism of semigroups while the second one is a 1-1 correspondence.
Therefore, for each endomorphism of S of type fq ,q G {1,2, ...,11}, there will
be an endomorphism of G, and the following correspondence holds :
{/|g2 ; / € End(S)} < > {/|gl; / g End(S)} < > {f\Go; / g End(5)} < >
End (G).
Let a be an endomorphism of G. With an endomorphism fq g End(y), define a
map
«q : S —» S
by
= sS~X^ifq (9.2)
for s g Gi, where i — 0,1, 2.
We will show that the map is an endomorphism of S. First we notice that a
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similar argument to that in proposition 8.1.3 can be used to obtain the following
equation
(■sfa,o)aq = (s%)^/)0/ (9.3)
for s £ Gk where k = 1,2.
Suppose that sx,s2 £ S. If si £ Gi ( or sx £ G2 ) and s2 £ Go, then a^
is an endomorphism of S by case I in chapter 5. Thus, to show that % is an
endomorphism of S, we only need to verify the case in which si e Gx and s2 £ G2
( similarly when sx £ G2 and s2 £ Gx). So we have





= (5i%)</»i/,0/(52%)^2/,0/ ,by (9.3),
(5l%)(s2%).
Hence % is an endomorphism of S, which we call an endomorphism of type fq on
S. This shows that an endomorphism of G can give rise to an endomorphism of
the semigroup S of type fq,q£ {1,2, ...,11}. Now we link up the endomorphisms
of G with those types of endomorphisms of S. For q £ {1,2,..., 11}, we define
maps Tq where
are given by
Tq : End(G) —> End(S)
(o;)Fg — %.
We show that the maps Tq, q £ Q, are one-to-one. Suppose that ax, 0:2 £ End(G)
such that ax ^ a2, then there exists g £ G such that ga1 ^ g<x2. But g — giQi
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for some gt G Gu where i G {0,1, 2}. Thus we have
M-1®i 7^ 9i0~la2,
giO~loiX6ifq ± gi0~la2eifq , since is 1-1,
(^Or? ^ (Q!2)r9.
So the maps T9, q G {1, 2,..., 11}, are one-to-one maps.
Next we extend the maps r?,9 G {1, 2,..., 11}, to T*,q G {1, 2,..., 11}, such
that
T* : E{G) —> E(S)
are given by
(J}ero;r)r9 — YhGQbq
where er = ±1.
Applying the same method as in case IV, chapter 8, we can show that the maps
T*, q G (1, 2,..., 11}, are indeed monomorphisms of groups. This shows that the
endomorphisms of type fq on S will generate in E(S) a subgroup, (we denote it
by £'(G)A), isomorphic to the group (E(G), +), and hence there are 11 copies of
(E(G),+) in E(S) and we can write
(E(S),+) = U (E(G)'\+). (9.4)
7€{l,2 11}
Now we describe addition inside E(S).
9.2 Addition in E(S)
In the following we are going to give a precise description of addition inside E(S).
For this purpose we first need to consider the sum of any pair of endomorphisms
of S of different types. So let us suppose that a^ and are two endomorphisms
of S of type /3 and type /7 respectively. Then for g2 £ G2, we have
42 («3 + P7) = 42«3 + 92P7
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= g2{02 + 92(021/302/t)
= 02(021(xOi) + 02(021^2)
= 52(^2 1 ^1)^1,0 + 52(^2 ^^2) ^2,0
= 52(^2 1q;^O) + #2($2 1/^0o)
= #2(02 1q!02/2) + #2(02 V02/2)
= 02&2 + #2^2
= #2^2+^2).
Similarly we can get
#2(^7 + 03) = #2(^2+^2)-
Now for #1 G Gi, we have
#1(03+^7) = 9iQt3 + 9iP7
= #i(01"1a0i/3) + #i(0rV0i/7)
= #1(01_1o:0i) +#i(0r1/302)
= #1 (0f1 a0\) ^1,0 + 0i (0i1 /^02)^2,0
= #t(01-1a0o)+#i(0i1/30o)
= #i(0r1«0i/2)+#i(0i ~@0if2)
= #ia2 + #1^2
= #1(^2 + ^2)"
Similarly we can get
#1(^7 + 03) = #1(^2 +-2)"
Finally for <70 G Go, we have
#0(03+^7) = #0«3 + #0/^7
= #o(0^la0o/3) + 0o (0O lPOof7)
— 0o(0o_1«0l) "f" 00(00 V0o)
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= 9o(0o + 9o{Oq106q)
= <?o(#o ^o) + go{00109o)
= 9o{001 «6*0/2) + 90(60 l3d0h)
= 9OQL2 + 9002
= 9o{QL2+02). (9.9)
Similarly we can get
9o{i7+^) = 9o(02 + a2). (9.1°)
Equations (9.5) — (9.10) show that the sum of two endomorphisms of type /3 and
type /7 lies in E{GY2. Following the same pattern, we can obtain the following
table of addition :
+ /1 /2 /3 /4 /5 /6 /7 /8 /9 /10 /11
/1 1 2 10 8 2 10 8 8 2 10 2
/2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
/3 10 2 3 2 5 6 2 2 5 10 2
/4 8 2 2 4 2 2 7 8 11 2 11
/5 2 2 5 2 5 5 2 2 5 2 2
fo 10 2 6 2 5 6 2 2 5 10 2
/7 8 2 2 7 2 2 7 8 11 2 11
h 8 2 2 8 2 2 8 8 2 2 2
/9 2 2 5 11 5 5 11 2 9 2 11
/10 10 2 10 2 2 10 2 2 2 10 2
/11 2 2 2 11 2 2 11 2 11 2 11
The number q in the above table, and in the subsequent tables, denotes the
endomorphism fq.
We can generalize the sum in the above table as follows. Consider, for example,
the sum &1 + /3 , then from the above table we know that
24+^2 ~ —2 T 0,2' (9-11)
Using induction, from the above equation, we can obtain the following
m k ra k
T. eraTl + y Vj0i2 = y er®r2 + 950j2 (9.12)
r=l j=1 r=1 1=1
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where, aTl are endomorphisms of type fx and fy are endomorphisms of type /2
and er = ±1, T)j = ±1, r = 1,..., m, j = 1,..., k.
Clearly equation (9.12) is true for m = 1, k = 1 as it is seen in (9.11). A simple
induction on m, can show that
m m
5 ; ^r&rx A 5 1 ~t~ Vlftg (9.13)
r=l r=l
So we only need to apply induction on k in equation (9.12). Suppose that equation
(9.12) is true for k — 1, then we have
k m k-X
£ CrOci + £ 2 = E C^1 + E + %^2
r=l j=l r=l j=l
m k— 1
13 er®r.2 + 13 Viiia + Vk^ by hyP°thesis'
r=l j=l
to k
= 53 er^L2 53
r=l j=l
Hence equation (9.12) is satisfied. Since the sum is not affected when reversing
the order of the elements, we can also get
k to k to
E Vjfo2 + E e^i = E + E (9-14)
j=l r=l j=1 r=l
This shows that the sum of an element in E(GYl with an element in E[G)^2
lies in E[GY2. Similar arguments can be applied to obtain all the sums in E(S)
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Next, as might be expected, we look at the product inside E(S).
9.3 Product in E(S)
Let us start by considering Og and fi_w as two endomorphisms of S of type /g and
type /10 respectively. Then for g2 E G2, we have
Also we have














Equations (9.15) and (9.16) can also be obtained if we replace g2 by gx or gQ.
Hence the product of ^g with pw lies in E(G)h. The same pattern can be used
to obtain the following table of products.
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/l /2 /3 /4 /5 A /7 h /9 /10 /11
/1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
/2 2 2 3 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
/3 3 2 3 4 2 3 4 2 4 3 4
/4 4 2 3 4 3 3 4 4 3 2 2
/5 5 2 3 4 2 5 8 2 8 5 8
/6 6 2 3 4 2 6 7 2 7 6 7
/7 7 2 3 4 6 6 7 7 6 2 2
/8 8 2 3 4 5 5 8 8 5 2 2
/9 9 2 3 4 10 6 7 11 1 5 8
/lO 10 2 3 4 2 10 11 2 11 10 11
/ll 11 2 3 4 10 10 11 11 10 2 2
We can see from the product table that if 84 and u$ are two endomorphisms of
type /4 and /5 respectively, then
84UJZ = Su3 while 01584 = UJ84.
This comes from the fact that /4/5 ^ /5/4. It follows that the product 84U5 lies
in E{G)h while the product U584 lies in E(G)f\ In general it is not always true
that fjj = fjfi for all i,j E {1,2,..., 11}. Thus the product fails to give a
semilattice of semigroups.
The next section will give the first conclusion of this chapter.
9.4 Conclusion V-l
Let us consider again the sum in E(S). Recall the endomorphism fu which was
defined in chapter 8, so that remark 8.2.2 is considered and we have a semilattice
£ = {fq-qe{1,2,..., 11}}. (9-17)
For each pair E(G)fi,E(G)fj such that ft > fj, we define the linking homomor-
phisms where
4,m : E(G)'< —> E(G)"
is given by
Yr ^rari * Yr G£^r_j •
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Hence we have a strong semilattice of groups given by
B(S) = (C
that is,
(E(S), +) is a Clifford semigroup, which can be represented in the
figure which is on the next page.
In the following sections we will choose a specific subset of End(F) which might
give a stronger structure than the one which has been obtained. So we restart
with the same proceedure as in section 9.1 but with a chosen subset of End(F).
9.5 Conclusion V-2
With the same assumptions as in section 9.1, let
®(V) = {{/, £ End(y); /,/, = /,} \ {/10}} C End(Y)
= {/l5 /2, /35 /4? /6, /7? /s}-
The endomorphism /10 is excluded from the above set to make it closed under
product.
Let End(S) denote the set of endomorphisms of S of type fq, where fq G End(F).
Let E(S) be the d.g. seminear-ring generated by End(S).
For q G {1, 2,3,4,6, 7,8}, define the maps fg where
f, : End(G) —> End(S) C End(S)
are given by
(a)rg = ftq.
We show that the maps fg are homomorphisms. Let «1,0:2 G End(G), and let
Si G S where Sj G Gi for some i = 0,1, 2. Then







= Si (0~loii9ifq) {0i/qcy29ifqfq), since fqfq = fq for all qe{1,2,3,4,6,7,8},
= siai(ia2q
S^OJlPgr) (^Tg).
Hence Tg are homomorphisms. Moreover, fg are monomorphisms by section 9.1.
Next we use the same method as in section 9.1 to extend the maps to the
monomorphisms f* where
f* : E(G) EjS)
are given by
(S q = X/ ^T^-T
where er = ±1, q G {1, 2,3,4,6, 7,8}.
We deduce that the endomorphisms of type fq, q G {1, 2,3,4,6, 7, 8}, generate in
E(S) a subnear-ring, E(G)f\ isomorphic to the near-ring E{G). In other words,
there are 7 copies of the near-ring E{G) in E(S), and E(S) = {UqE{G)^} C
E(S). Unfortunately, E(S) is not closed under either addition or multiplication,
so that will not give any structure. However, this helps us to find a nice structure
as we will see in the last section.
9.6 Conclusion V-3
Let us this time choose a subset of End(F) which is different from and smaller
than the one we have used in the previous section. So let




Let End(S') denote the set of endomorphisras of S of type fk, where fk G End(F).
Let E(S) be the d.g. seminear-ring generated by End(5). Then following the
same pattern as in the previous section, we can easily deduce that the endomor-
phisms of type fk, k G {1, 2, 8,10}, generate in E(S) a subnear-ring, E(GYk, iso¬
morphic to E(G), and we have E(S) = (Jfc E(G)fk C E(S), where k G {1, 2,8,10}.
Now we draw the sum and the product tables of E(S) and observe an interesting
conlusion.
+ e(g)h e(g)f2 e(gya e(gy10
e(g)fl e(g)fl e(g)f2 e{gys e(gy10
e(g)f2 e(g)h e(g)f2 e(gy2 e{gy2
e(g)fs e(g)fb e(g)f2 e{gy8 e(gy2
e(g)ho e(g)fl° e(g)h e(gy2 e(gy10
e(g)h e(g)f2 e(gy8 e{gy10
e(g)h e(g)h e(g)f2 e(gy8 e(gy10
e(g)f2 e\gy2 e(g)f2 e(gy2 e(gy2
e(g)f8 e{gya e{g)h e{gy8 e(g)f2
e(g)fl° e(g)f10 e{gy2 e(gy2 e{gy10
It can be seen clearly that both sum and product tables are closed and co¬






In this chapter we generalize case V in chapter 9 so that our groups are not
necessarily isomorphic. However, they are linked by epimorphisms. We should
point out that some details regarding the work in this chapter are omitted when
it is assumed that it has appeared (or can be obtained in a similar way to that
used ) on some occasion in our work in chapter 5 to chapter 9. However, when
this happens, we will be referring to the place it appeared.
10.1 Starting case VI
Let
Y = {0,1,2}
be a semilattice with 1 > 0 and 2 > 0 (1 and 2 are not comparable).
Consider the groups Go, G\ and G% which have the linking epimorphisms 0^0 and
</>2,o such that
0i,o : Gi —> Go
and
02,0 : G2 > Go-
Consider S = \Ji=o,i,2Gi. As in the previous cases, by theorem 4.2.3, for an
endomorphism / of S, f \y is an endomorphism of V, and if we restrict / on any
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of the above groups, then the situation is known. Furthermore, by case V, we
have
End(Y) = {fq; <7 £ {1,2,..., 11}}
where those endomorphisms are given on page 118. As before, an endomorphism
/ of S is called an endomorphism of type fq when f\Y = fq.
Let Ki = Ker^li0 and K2 = Ker^2>o- Then
G\/Ki = Gq = G2/K2.
Suppose that / G End(5) such that /|gi £ End(Gi). Then, as in case II in
chapter 6, we can show that
Kr/ C Ki (10.1)
Similarly when f\Gi G End(G2), we get
K2f C K2. (10.2)
Consider the endomorphisms of type /i on S, then there exist maps a, /3, and u
such that
f\c2 = u E End(G2), / |gi = «£ End(Gi), f\Go = /3 G End(G0).
From above, we have Kick C Ki and K2w C K2. Following the same pattern as
in chapter 6, we can obtain the following two equations :
cxcj) i,o = ^i.o/? (10.3)
w(f>2,0 = ^2,o/3- (10-4)
Again by the same method applied in chapter 6, we can define endomorphisms a
and u) such that
a : Gi/Ki —> Gi/Ki
is given by
(px + K!)Q; = g\Oi + Ki
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and
u) : G2/K2 —> G2/K2
is given by
{92 + K2 )u) = g2<jJ + K2.
Since Gx/Kx == G0 — G2/K2, a and u> could be considered as endomorphisms
of Go- Let A be the isomorphism mapping Gx/Kx to G0 where
A : Gi/Kx —► Go
is given by
(<7i + K)A = 5x^1,0
and let be the isomorphism mapping End(Gx/Kx) to End(G0).
Then the isomorphism
■0 : End(Gx/Kx) —► End(G0)
is defined by
aip = A_1aA.
A similar situation to case II, we deduce that
«0 = /3 (10.5)
and we can write (10.3) as
o«t)1,0 = 0i,oA0- (10-6)
Similarly, we consider the isomorphism
77 : G2/K2 —> Go
which is given by
{92 + K2)r? = 5202,0
then the isomorphism
X : End(G2/K2) —> End(G0)
is defined by
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U)X = V lUT)
and we have a similar situation to (10.5), which is
WX = P (10.7)
so we have
aip = P = CJX- (10.8)
Hence given a G End(Gi) and u G End(G2) such that Kiev C Ki , K2u; C K2 and
aip — cjx, we can define a map
a,u>1 : S —> S
(s)a1(J1 =
soj if s G G2 ,
sa. if s G G\ ,
saip if s G Go-
Then a, oj is an endomorphism of type /i on S.
Consider now the endomorphisms of type /2 on S, then for such an endomorphism
/ there exist o, 6 and f} such that
/Ig2 = a e Hom(G2, G0), /|gi = £ G Hom(Gi,G0), /|g0 = P £ End(G0).
By theorem 4.2.4, we have
G2</»2,o/ = Gif
which implies that




<J>i,of3 = S. (10.10)




s02,oft if s G G2 ,
s<j>ifi/3 if s G Gx ,
_ sf5 if s G Gq .
Then the map /?2 is an endomorphism of type /2 on 5.
Next we consider the endomorphisms of type /3 on S. For such an endomorphism
/ there exist p, a and 7 such that
f\a2 = p G Hom(G2,Gi), f\Gl =ae End(Gi), f\c0 = 7 € Hom(G0,G\).




(j)2,07 = V (10.11)
Gifaflf = Gxf
which gives
0i,o7 = a- (10.12)
It should be noticed that proposition 6.2.1 is valid in this case and we have
(0i,o7)0 = 701,0- (10.13)
However for a given 7 G Hom(Go, Gi), we define a map
%:S-+S
(3)2-13
502,07 if 5 G G2 ,
s0i,o7 if S € Gi ,
S7 if s G Go-
The map 7g is an endomorphism of type /3 on S.
Now we consider the endomorphisms of type /4 on S. For such an endomorphism
/ there exist u, A and p such that
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/|g2 - we End(G2), /|Gl = A G Hom(Gi,G2), /|Go = pe Hom(G0,G2).




<^2,o P = w (10.14)
£1^1,0/ — G\f
which shows that
<h,oP = A. (10.15)
Hence for a given p G Hom(G0> G2), we define a map
(s)£a =
if s £ G2 ,
S(j)ifip if s G Gi ,
^ Sj9 if s G Gq.
The map ^ is an endomorphism of type /4 on S.
Consider now the endomorphisms of type /5 on S. For such an endomorphism /
there exist p, 5 and /3 such that
/|g.2 = p G Hom(G2,Gi), /|Gl = S G Hom(Gi,G0), /|Go = /3 G End(G0).




fafi/3 = P&ifi (10.16)
Gi&pof = G-if
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<*,M6 : S —> S
{sfi if s G G2 ,soc if s G G\ ,sat/j 0.
The map a, /ig is an endomorphism of type /6 on S.
Next we consider the endomorphisms of type /7 on S. For such an endomorphism
/ there exist u, A and /? such that
/IGi = w G End(G2), /Id = A G Hom(Gri,G2), /|g0 = 0 £ End(G0)-
Let K2 = Ker02>o, then K2w C K2. Furthermore, equation (10.7), with the same
assumption, is satisfied and by theorem 4.2.4, we have,
4*2,00 = ^4*2,0 (10.22)
and
4*1,00 = A(^2io (10.23)
which could be written as
4>i,o&X — ^4*2,0- (10.24)
Hence, given w G End(G2) and A G Hom(Gi,G2) such that K2u C K2 and
equation (10.24) is satisfied, we can define a map
to, A7 : S —» S1
(s)wlA7 =
sw if s G G2 ,
sA if s G Gi ,
so>x if s G Go-
The map u, A7 is an endomorphism of type /7 on S1.
Consider now the endomorphisms of type f$ on S. For such an endomorphism /
there exist ui, 6 and 0 such that
/|g2 =u G End(G2), /|Gl = 5 G Hom(G1,G0), /|Go = 0 G End(G0).
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Again in this case we can observe that K2u C K2 where K2 = Ker</>2,0 and
equations (10.7), (10.17) and (10.22) are satisfied and we can write (10.17) as
<j>i,o&X = 6. (10.25)
Hence, given co G End(G2) such that K2a> C K2, we define a map
ws : S —> S
(s)wg =
soo if s G G2 ,
s^iflux if S G Gi ,
s&x if s G G0-
The map Wg is an endomorphism of type fs on S.
Next we consider the endomorphisms of type /9 on S. For such an endomorphism
/ there exist //, A and 0 such that
/|g2 = H G Hom(G2, Gi), f\Gl = A G Horn {GUG2), f\Go = P G End(G0).
By theorem 4.2.4, we have,
p2,oP = /#i,o (10.26)
and
(t>i,oP — A^2io- (10.27)
Hence, given 0 G End(Go), A G Hom(Gi,G2) and /x G Hom(G2, Gi) such that
both equations (10.26) and (10.27) are satisfied, we can define a map
AAilq 'S —¥ S
(s)0, A,/x» =
s/x if s G G2 ,
sA if s G Gi ,
s/3 if s G G0.
The map 0, A, /xg is an endomorphism of type /9 on 5.
Consider now the endomorphisms of type /10 on 5". For such an endomorphism
/, there exist a, a and /5 such that
f\G2 = cr G Hom(G2, Go), /|gi = a £ End(Gi), /|go — ft ^ End(Go).
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As in the situation of type fhf satisfies Kxa C Kx where Kx







sfcflai/) if s G G2 ,
sa if s G Gx ,
saip if s G Gq.
Then aw is an endomorphism of type /10 on S.
Finally we consider the endomorphisms of type fn on S. For such an endomor¬
phism / there exist a, A and /? such that
/|c2 = a G Hom(G2, G0), f\Gl = A e Hom(G1,G2), f\Go =/3 e End(G0).
It is now easy to see that equations (10.9) and (10.23) are satisfied. However,
given /3 G End(Go) and A 6 Hom(Gi,G2) such that equation (10.23) is satisfied
we can define a map
Mu -S^s
(s)Mi =
•502,o/5 if s G G2 ,
sX if s G G\ ,
s/3 if s G Gq.
The map /3, A is an endomorphism of type fu on S.
Now we are going to consider each type of endomorphism (11 types) separately,
and we will be following a similar scheme in each one. Our plan is as follows :
we start with a type of endomorphism and construct a near-ring or a group.
Then we link up our structure with E(S) relating to the underlying type of
endomorphism. Then we will observe that the near-ring generated in E(S) by
this type of endomorphism is isomorphic to the structure we already started with,
and so on. As we have mentioned above, we will be repeating these steps for all
the types of endomorphism which we have, and therefore we are not going to give
all the details in each step. However, some of those are chosen to be written in
detail.
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We start by letting
Mi : = {a G End(Gi); Kxo: C Kx and atp — &x for some u> G End(G2)}
M2: = {u G End(G2); K2w C K2 and u>x = oaj) f°r some a G End(Gx)}
M : = {/J G End(G0); 3 a £ Mi and 3 u G M2 such that d:^ = /3 = &%}.
Thus, we have three near-rings, namely, Nx , N2 and N3 where
Nt = Nr<Mx > C E(GX)
N2 = Nr<M2 > C E(G2)
N = Nr<M>CE(G0).
From above, there exist epimorphisms rx and r2 such that




t2 : M2 —> M
is defined by
(w)r2 = &x-
We now extend the homomorphisms rx and r2 to rx* and r£ respectively, where
r* : Nx —> N
is given by
(£6iO!i)T* = Ee^Oj^)
where = ±1, for all i, and
r2 : N2 —> N
is given by
(£ rliUJj)T2 = £ Vji^jX)
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where rjj = ±1, for all j.
We show that the maps r* and are homomorphisms. Consider r* and suppose
that c G Ni such that c = 1 ti&i = 0. We show that (c)t* = 0. By assumption,
n
9i ^ ' CiCKj — 0, for all gx G G\.
i=l














= 9i{YleiaiM ,by (10.6) ,
1=1
= 0.
Hence r* is a homomorphism.
Similarly, we can show that the map r2 is a homomorphism.
Let
Pi := {(a, a;) C Mxx M2; arx = wr2}.
We can see that the set Px is closed under products, for if x,y G Px, where x =
(a,cj) and y = (c/,u')} then xy = (ac/,uu'). Since arx = ur2 and oItx = w'r2, it
follows that ai/j = &x and a'xp = lo'x-
So
(aa')tp = (aV')K i/>) = (^xX^'x) = i^'x)
which implies that
(aa:')ri = (ww')r2.
Hence xy G Px and Px is closed under products.
Now we link up the set Px with End(>S) by defining a map
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r\ : Pi —>End(S)
by
(a,cj)ri = a,uv
We show that the map Ti is a homomorphism. Let x, y £ P, where x = (a, u>), y =
(ia', a/). Then
(xy)Ti = ((a,w)(o;', a/))Pi = (ac/,a;a/)ri = cw^wa/1
So for Si £ Gi where i = 0,1,2, we have
s2(xy)Vi = (s2)u>u}' (10.28)
S\(xy)Ti = (si)aa' (10.29)
s0(xy)Ti = (s0)aa'ip. (10.30)
On the other hand, since (x)Ti(y)Ti — (a, u^r^a', o)')Pi = £hJ£.\9L^.v we ^ave
s2(x)ri(y)ri = s2a,u)la',u)'l — (s2uj)a', u'r = s2ujco' (10.31)
Si(x)Ti(y)Ti = s1a1uj_1a^1u/_l = (sia)a',to'1 = siaa' (10.32)
So(x)Ti{y)Ti = sya,u)xc!,u)\ = (s0a^)a',u\
= (stijaipci'i!) = (so)aa'il>■ (10.33)
Equations (10.28) — (10.33) show that {xy)Tl = {x)Ti(y)Ti and Ti is a homo¬
morphism.
Let
P7 := Snr<Pi > C NiX N2.
Then we can extend the map Ti to T* such that
>E(S)
is defined by
(a, b)r* = ICiLi Cj&ii t^i1
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where, a = £"=i e^-, b = £?=i e^, e* = ±1.
We show that the map T* is a homomorphism. Suppose that 0 = (a, b) € Pi,
where a = E?=1 Qa* and b = E?=i CjW<, then
92 Ej=i CjCUj = 0 and g\ E£=i QOii = 0 for all g2 G G2, <71 E (?i,
which also give
<?o E"=i = E"=1 ei50«»^ = 0 for all g0 £ G0.
Similarly <70 Z)"=i = 0. Hence, s E"=i tj&i, ^>i1 = 0 for all s £ S, which means
that (a, 6)T* = 0 and T* is a homomorphism.
Next we show that T* is a monomorphism. Suppose that 0 7^ (a, b) £ Pi, where
a = E"=i ti&i and b = E"=i then either a 7^ 0 or b 7^ 0.
If a 7^ 0, then there exists g\ £ G\ such that g\ E£=i e*ai 7^ 0, which will imply
that gi E"=i eiai,Uil ± 0 and (a, 6)r* 7^ 0.
If b 7^ 0, then there exists g2 £ G2 such that g2 E"=i e»a>i 7^ 0, which will imply
that g2 E£=i eiaii 7^ 0 and (°> b)T* ± 0. Hence T* is a monomorphism.
We deduce that the endomorphisms of type /1 on S generate in E(S) a subnear-
ring, which we denote by Efl, isomorphic to Pi, where Pi, as defined earlier, is
a subnear-ring of Ni© N2. Recall that the projection maps 7Ti and 7r2 are onto,
where
7T1 : Pi —> Ni
is defined by
(E?=l Wi))7Ti = E»=l
and
7T2 : Pi —> N2
is defined by
(EiLl tiip-ii Wi))Tt2 = ELl eiwi-
Hence E*1 is a subdirect product of Ni© N2.
Next we consider End(G0) to be linked with the seminear-ring E(S) by a map
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r2 : End(Go) —>End(5)
which is defined by
Wj=£,.
We show that the map r2 is a homomorphism. Suppose that /3, £ £ End(Go) and
let Sj £ Gi, where i = 0,1, 2, then






















Equations (10.34) - (10.36) show that (/?£)E2 = (/?r2)(£T2) and T2 is a homo-
morphism. Now we extend the map T2 to where
r2 : E(G0) —> E{S)
is defined by
(E«A)rs = e^A2
where e* = ±1.
The map T£ is a homomorphism, for suppose that 0 = c = E"=i<hA £ E(G0),
then we show that (c)T£ = 0. By assumption, g0 E"=1 e,A = 0 for all g0 G G0.


















If we replace s2 by Si or s0 then we can get the same conclusion as in (10.37).
Thus (c)T£ = 0 and r£ is a homomorphism.
Moreover, T2 is a monomorphism, since if ci, c2 G E(Go) such that c\ ^ c2, where
Ci = Eti eiA and c2 = Ej=i W) then there exists 5o G G0 such that
n r
5o 5] A + 5o 53 rbT>
i=l 1=1
n t
53 e*5oA / 53
1=1 1=1
JI r














Hence is a monomorphism.
We deduce that the endomorphisms of type /2 on S generate in E(S) a subnear-
ring isomorphic to the near-ring E(G0).
Next we consider the set Hom(Go,Gi). Following the same pattern which was
applied to the endomorphisms of type II in chapter 6; we can consider the group
(gp< Hom(Go,Gi) >,+) and obtain an isomorphic copy of this group inside
E(S). In this case the connection is carried out via the endomorphisms of type
/3 and the obvious map which should be considered is TJ where
T* : (gp< Hom(G0,G1) >,+) —► E(S)
is given by
(E Ci7i)r3 = E Cijiz
where e, = ±1.
If we replace the group G\ by G2 in the above case so that we consider the set
Hom(G0, G2), then a similar argument can be done to observe an isomorphic copy
of the group (gp< Hom(G0, G2) >, +) inside E(S). The connection here is carried
out via the endomorphisms of type /4 and in this case we consider the map
where
V*4 : (gp< Hom(Go,G2) >,+) —* E(S)
is given by
(E eiPi)T*4 = E
where e» = ±1.
Put
P5 := {(/3, /i); p E End(Go), p € Hom(G2) Gx)\ fc,oP = v<t>i,o}-
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Let us link up the set P5 with End(S) by defining a map
r5 : P5 —>End (S)
by
{/3,H)T5 = 0,Hv
It is clear that the map Ts is one-to-one. Let us define the group
P^ := gp<P5 >.
Then we can extend the map T5 to where
T*5 : Pi -> E(S)
is defined by
(a, b)r*5 = Er=i tiPulH*
where, a = E"=i and b = E?=i UVi, 3 = ±1.
It can be shown that the map Tg is a monomorphism, and consequently there is
an isomorphic copy of the group P5, EA say, which is generated by the endomor-
phisms of type /5, inside E(S). Also we can see that EA is a subdirect product
of two groups.
Put
P6 := {(a, n)\ a G End(Gi), // G Hom(G2, Gi); 02,0^0 = jU0i,o}-
Let us link up the set P6 with End(S) by defining a map
r6 : P6 —> End(S')
by
(q,/x)r6 = a,/y
Again it is easy to see that the map T6 is one-to-one. Let us define the group
Pe := gP<P6 >




(z, v) rs = Efc=i ejQ!i,/xia
where, a: = E"=i £<«{ and y = E?=1 Wu <h = ±1.
It can be shown that the map Tg is a monomorphism, and hence the endomor-
phisms of type on S will generate in E(S) an isomorphic copy of the group Pg,
which we denote by E*6. Moreover, E?6 is a subdirect product of two groups.
Put
P7 := {(w, A); u E End(G2), A E Hom(Gi, G2)', <f>i,o&X = Aifo.o}-
We now link up the set P7 with End(S') by defining a map
r7 : P7 —*End(S)
by
(u>, A)T7 — u, A?.
It is clear that the map T7 is one-to-one. Let us define the group
P7 := gP<?7 >
Then we can extend the map T7 to such that
r7 : P7 —► E(S)
is defined by
(a, b)Yj — Ei=i A
where, a = EJLi eiui an<^ ^ = e» = ±1.
It can be seen that the map Ty is a monomorphism, and consequently there is an
isomorphic copy of the group P7, Efr say, which is generated by the endomor-
phisms of type /7, inside E(S). Also Ef7 is a subdirect product of two groups.
Let
End/c2(G2) ;= {w € End(G2);K2W C K2 }
and let
Ek2(G2) be the d.g. near-ring generated by EndK2(G2).
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Define a map
r8 : End*2(G2) —■> End(S)
by
(w)r8 — wg.
The map T8 is a homomorphism, which can be extended to the map Tg where
r8 : Ek2(G2) —> E(S)
is defined by
(E = E
where e* = dbl.
We can see that the map Tg is a monomorphism, which will assert that the endo-
morphisms of type /8 generate in E(S) a subnear-ring isomorphic to the near-ring
Ek2{G2)-
Next for the endomorphisms of type /9 we consider the set
P9 := {(/?, A, /^); p £ End((?o), A £ Hom(Gi, G2), ^ £ Hom(G2, Gi)]
faflP = A(^2,0; <^2,o/3 = /^1,0}•
Now we link up the set P9 with End(S) by defining a map
r9 : P9 —^End(S')
by
(/?, A, ^)r9 = P, A, /y
It is clear that the map Tg is one-to-one. Let us define the group
P^ := gp<P9 >
Then we can extend the map Tg to Tg where
r*:FW£(S)
is defined by
(o, 6, c)Pc) = Ei=l ^-iPii Ail t^ia
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where, a = E"=i , b = £|ji c<Ai, c = E?=1 et/xi5 e, =±1.
It can be shown that the map Tg is a monomorphism, and consequently there is
an isomorphic copy, in E(S), of the group P9 ,which is generated by the endomor-
phisms of type /9 and denoted by E*9. Furthermore, E*9 is a subdirect product
of three groups.
Now we consider the set
Endjc^Gi)':= {a G End(Gi);Kio: C Kx }
and let
Ek-i{Gi) be the d.g. near-ring generated by Endjti(Gi).
Define a map
Tio : EndjCj(Gi) —> End(5)
by
(a)rio — Qio-
We show that the map Tio is a homomorphism. Let a1,a2 G End^(Gi), then
for S{ G Gi, where i = 0,1, 2, we have























Equations (10.38) — (10.43) show that («iC^Tio = (aiTioXa^Tio) and Ti0 is a
homomorphism.
Next we extend the map Tio to T*0 where
r?0 : EKl(Gx) —► E(S)
is defined by
(S ^^1)^10 = S 0
where e, — ±1.
The map r*0 is a homomorphism. To see this let us suppose that 0 = c G
EkAGi), where c = £"=1 We show that (c)Pf0 = 0. By assumption we have
9i E"=i ti®i = 0 for all gi G Gx. Thus for g2 G G2, we have
n












= ei5o«iV,) where #0 = £2^2,0,
2=1
n









and for <71 € Gi, we have
n















and finally for go & Go, we have
n




















This shows that (c)r*0 — 0 and T*0 is a homomorphism.
Next, we show that T*0 is a monomorphism.
Suppose that cx ^ c2 in EKl(Gx), where cx = J]™=1 ejCtj and c2 = Y?j=x Vjvj 1 then






























Hence T*0 is a monomorphism.
We have shown that the endomorphisms of S of type /10 generate in E(S) a
subnear-ring isomorphic to the near-ring EKl (Gx).
Finally for the endomorphisms of type fxx we put
P11 := {{Pi ^)> P ^ End(Go), A € Hom(Gi, G2); <j>XfiP — A</>2)0}.
We now link up the set Pn with End(S) by defining a map
Tn : P11 —> End(S')
by
(^,A)rn= Mu¬
lt is easily seen that the map ru is one-to-one. Let us define the group
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Pii := gp<Pn >.
Then we can extend the map Tn to r*x such that
Pi! : Pu —> E(S)
is defined by
(a, 6)r*x = E?=i Ain
where, a = E?=i b = E?=i e<A*, e« = ±1.
It can be shown that the map is a monomorphism, which will assert that
the endomorphisms of S of type /n will generate in E(S) an isomorphic copy of
the group Pn, which we denote by E^u. Also E^u is a subdirect product of two
groups.
Next, as might be expected, we describe addition in E(S).
10.2 Addition in E(S)
Let us assume that a,col and v, nR are two endomorphisms of S of type /1 and
/6 respectively. Then for s2 £ G2, we have
s2(a1ul +v= s2a,u, + s2v,yR
= s2u + s2/i
= S2LO(j)2to + 52^01,0
= s2(j)2fidiip + s2ii(j)ifi, by (10.4) and (10.5),
= s2(j)2flUip + s2<f>2fivby (10.20),
= S2££l0 + ®222.10
= «2(^10+2210)- (10.44)
Also for si G Gi, we have
Si(Q:,a>1 + v, /ig) = Sio;, oj1 + Sif, n6
- SiCK+Sif
= «i^io + «i22io
= «i(Sio+22io) (10.45)
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and for s0 € Go, we have
s0(o1CL)1 +v,ne) = s0a1uj_l + s0v,n6
= s0aift + s0vi/j
= soaio + «0^10
= -50(a10 +iZi0). (10.46)
Equations (10.44) — (10.46) show that
2>^i+Tii^ = ^io+Hio- (10.47)
Similarly we can get
M>+^i = ^io+^io- (10.48)
This shows that the sum of two endomorphisms of S of type fx and type /6 lies
in E(G)fw. Following the same pattern, we can obtain the following table of
addition :
+ /1 /2 /3 /4 /5 fe /7 /8 /9 /10 /11
fl 1 2 10 8 2 10 8 8 2 10 2
/2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
/3 10 2 3 2 5 6 2 2 5 10 2
/4 8 2 2 4 2 OLi 7 8 11 2 11
/5 2 2 5 2 5 5 2 2 5 2 2
h 10 2 6 2 5 6 2 2 5 10 2
/7 8 2 2 7 2 2 7 8 11 2 11
h 8 2 2 8 2 2 8 8 2 2 2
/9 2 2 5 11 5 5 11 2 9 2 11
/10 10 2 10 2 2 10 2 2 2 10 2
/11 2 2 2 11 2 2 11 2 11 2 11
The above sum of different types of endomorphisms can be generalized so that we
get a precise description of addition in E(S). This can be done using induction
arguments similar to those used in case V in chapter 9 and we get the same table
of addition in E(S) which was obtained on page 124. Now we turn to describe
the product in E(S).
10.3 Product in E(S)
Let us consider the endomorphisms /?, //5 and aw as two endomorphisms of S
of type /5 and type /i0 respectively. Recall that equation (10.19) is satisfied for
/3, n5 and equation (10.6) is satisfied for a10, then we have
fc,opaip = by (10.19),
= //0:01,0, by (10.6). (10.49)
Let g2 € G2, then
.92/3, h^qlin = (g2g)aw-
= g2ga.
Equation (10.49) enables us to write the right hand side of the above equation as
.92/3, HcQLw = g2/3axlj,ga,. (10.50)
Now let </i € Gi, then
gip, /ico10 = (9i0i,o/3)aio
= gifafipan/f
= gipaili, gcxK, since (10.49) is satisfied. (10.51)
Now let </o £ ^0; then
go/3, HzQLw = (9o/3)«io
= gof3aip
= gxPaip, gaK, since (10.49) is satisfied. (10.52)
Equations (10.50) — (10.52) imply that
/?, /xeflio = (10.53)
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Now we reverse the order of the maps in the above product to get for £ G%
92aw(3, /x5 = (p2^2,o«V')AM5
= 92(y-ippr> (10.54)









Equations (10.54) — (10.56) imply that
fL = oj^a- (10.57)
Equation (10.53) shows that the product /3, /iKa10 lies in Efs while equation
(10.57) shows that the product awPj^ lies in E/2. This means that the product
fails to yield a semilattice of semigroups. In fact, E(S) has the same table of
product which was given on page 126.
10.4 Conclusion VI
Let us return to the sum in E(S). Let
£ = {/,;?€{!,2,.-..,11}}.
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Recall the endomorphism fu which was defined in (8.6), so that we get a similar
situation to (9.17). For each pair Efi, such that > fj, we define the linking
homomorphisms where
hijj ■ Efi —> Eh
is given by
)Cr ^ X/r j •
Then we have a strong semilattice of groups given by
E(S) = tC , {4,m})
that is,
(E(S),+) is a Clifford semigroup.
This semilattice can be described by the same figure which is on page 128.
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